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Hlennings v. Family Management 
i 
I D.D.C.,2001. 
I . .  
8 ' 

i United States District Co~,District  of Colulnbia 
i Gladys C. J E W G S ,  Plaintiff, 
i v. 1 i FAMILY MANAGEMENT, et al., Defendants. 
1 / No. CIV.A.OO-434 (LFOIJ'MQ. 

1 July 16,2001 
I 

Plaintiff, who arguably suffered from dementia and 
depression, and who had terminated her contmct with 
provider of health care services, brought suit against 
provider, alleging fraud. Provider moved to compel 
deposition testimony of plaintiff and plaintiffs 
attorney, who had been appointed as plaintiffs 
i i t e d  guardian, and plaintiff moved for protective 
order to prohibit the depositions. The District Court, 
&&&, United States Magisfidle Judge, held that: 
(I) plaintig wuld be deposed, and (2) plaintiffs 
attorney, who was person in best position to testify as 
to plaintiff's state of mind, could be deposed. 

I : Defendant's motion granted 

i . .  West Headnotes 

pJ Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1271.5 

170A Federal Civil Procedure - 
170AX Depositions and Discovery 

170AX(A) In General 
170Ak1271.5 k. Protective Orders. && 

I Cited Cases 
(Formerly 170Ak1271) 

In order for party moving for protective order to 
demonstrate cood cause for limiting the discovery - 
sought, movant must articulate specific facts to 

I , a  
support its request and cannot rely on speculative or 

! 
I 

conclusory statements. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.l<ule 
i ! 26(c2 28 U.S.C.4. 

&?J Federal Civil Procedure 170A *1271.5 

170A Federal Civil Procedure - 
170N( Depositions and Discovery 

I70AXiAl In General 
170Ak1271.5 k Protective Orders. Most 

Cited Cases 
CFormerly 170Ak1271) 

Pa& moving for protective order has heavy burden 
of showing extraordiary circumstances based on 
specific facts that would justify such an order. 
EedRnles Civ.Proc.Rule 26(c), 28 U.S.C.A. 

pJ Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1358 

170A Federal Civil Procedure - 
I70AX Depositions and Discovery -- 

1,70AX(C> Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pendinx Action 

17OAX(C)2 Proceedings 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
170Ak1358 k. Order That Deposition 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
In the case of protective order related to deposition 
testimony, complete prohibition of a deposition is 
extraordinary measure which should be resorted to 
only in rate occasions. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 
26(c). 28 U.S.C.A. 

p4J Pederal Civil Procedure 1 7 0 ~  -1358 

Federal Civil Procedure 
Depositions and Discovery 

170AX(C) Depositions of Parties and Others 
pen din^ Action - ', 

170AX(C)2 Proceediu~gs 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
170Ak1358 k. Order That Deposhion 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
To determine whether protective order probibiting a 
deposition is waimted, cowts apply balancing test, 
weighing movant's proffer of harm against 
adversary's significant interest in preparing for trial. 
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 26(cj. 28 U.S.C.A. 

a Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1358 
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rn Federal Civil Procedure 
Depositions and Discovery 

17OAX(C) Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pending Action 

170AX(C)2 Proceedings 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
170Ak1358 k. Order That Deposition 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
Good cause for issuing protective order prohibiting 
deposition of plaintiff, who was claiming fraud in 
com~ection with her contract with health care services 
provider, did not exist, and thus, court would not 
issue such protective order, where defendant health 
care provider had legitimate interest in preparing for 
trial. examiner's rcuort, which stated that plaintiff 
wh; arguably suffeied kom dementia and depression 
was likely at risk for harm if she was made to give 
testimony, was filled with conjecture and speculation, 
and examiner's report was also conclusory, in that it 
asserted that plaintiff faced a "danger of exacerbating 
her symptoms of dementia and depression" if she was 
made to testify, but it did not state with specificity 
how or why that would happen. Fed.Rules 
C i v . P r o c . R u ~  28 U.S.C.A. 

Federal Civil Procedure 170A @=51323.1 

170A Federal Civii Procedure 
Depositions and Discovery 

I70AX1CJ Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pending Action 

l7OAXfC\1 In General 
170Ak1323 Persons Whose 

Depositions May Be Taken 
170Ak1323.1 k. In General. Mosi 

Cited Cases 

Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1358 

Federal Civil Procedure 
Depositions and Discovery 

170AX(C) Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pending Action 

170AXfC)2 Proceedimgs 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
170Ak1358 k. Order That Deposition 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
Court would not issue protective order prohibiting 
deposition of plaintiffs attorney, who also served as 

limited guardian for plaintiff who arguably suFfered 
from dementia and depression and who was suing 
health care provider and alleging fraud in connection 
with her health care services contract, where 
termination of the contract occurred apprnximalely 
one month after attorney was appointed as plaintiffs 
limited guardian, attorney was arguably the person in 
the best position to testify as to plaintiff's state of 
mind during time period in question as it appeared no 
one else had knowledge of plaintiff's day-to-day 
affairs, and plaintiff's sbte of mind was crucial to 
preparation of provider's case. Fed.Ru1es 
Civ.Proc.Ru1e 26ic). 28 U.S.C.A. 

Federal Civil Procedure X70A -1323.1 

170A Federal Civil Procedure - a Depositions and Discovery 
170AX(C) Depositions of Paities and Others 

Pend'mg Action 
17OAX(C)I In General 

170Ak1323 Persons Whose 
Depositions May Be Taken 

170Ak1323.1 k. In General. &g 
Cited Cases 
Although the federal rules do not prohibit attorney 
depositions, courts generally regard attorney 
depositions unfavorably because they may interfere 
with the attorney's case preparation and risk 
disqualification of counsel who may be called as 
witness; thus, in light of these concerns, party 
seeking to depose adversary's counsel must prove its 
necessity. 

181 Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1323.1 

rn Federal Civil Procedure 
Depositions and Discovery 

170AX(C) Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pendmg Action 

170AXfQI in General 
170Ak1323 Persons Whose 

Deoositions Mav Be Taken ' 
I70Ak1323.1 k. In General. Mosl 

Cited Cases 
Wben determining whether to allow party to depose 
adversary's counsel, federal courts Wically consider 
whether (1) no other means exists to obtain the 
informatiin' sought, (2) the information sought is 
relevant and non-privileged, and (3) the information 
is crucial to the preparation of the case. 
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*273 Frazer Walton. Jr. Washington, DC, 
Brown. Law Offices of Iiope C. Brown, Washington, 
DC, for Gladys C. Jennings. 
George LeRov Moran, Faitfax, VA, for Family 
Management Services, Inc. and In Home Family 
Care, Inc. 
Patlicia L. Payne, Payne & Associaies, Washington, 
DC, Georve LeRov M o r q  Fairfax, VA, for Cheryl 
A. Alston. 
Peter G. Thomuson, Sam R. Hananel Stephanie 
Tvler Schmelz, Ross, Dixon & Bell, LLP, 
Washineton. DC. for Allfirst Financial Inc. . , 

David Cmamon, Shaw Piaman, Washington, DC, 
for Chevy Chase Bank. 
 HOD^ C. Brown, Law Offices of Hope C. Brown, 
Washington, DC, for Bstatc of James R. Jackson. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

EACCIOLA, United States Magistrate Judge. 
Before me for resolution are Plaintiffs original 
Motion for a Protective Order, plaintiEs Renewed 
Motion for a Protective Order, Defendants' origjnal 
Motion to Compel, and Defendant's second Motion to 
Compel. These motions concein in part plaintiffs 
efiorts to shield the plaintie Gladys Jennings, and 
plaintiffs counsel, Hope C. Brown, From depositions 
in this matter. For the reasons set forth below, I will 
petmit the depositions *274 of Gladys Jennings and 
Ms. Brown to be taken. 

BACKGROUND 

The facts of this case have been set forth in prior 
opinions by this court. Plaintiffs amended complaint 
alleges Fraud, among other counts, arising 6-on a 
contract for care with defendants Alston, Family 
Management Services, Inc. and in Home Family 
Care, Inc. ("IHFC"). The facts relevant to the 
motions before me are as follows. Plaintiff entered 
into a contract for heal.& care services with 
defendants on or about January 20, 1998. On May 27, 
1999, an intervention proceeding was initiated in the 
Probate Division of the D.C. Superior Court; 
ultimately, plaintiff was appointed a limited guardian 
and conservator, Hope C. Brown, on July 2, 1999. 
The contract between plaintiff and defendants was 
terminated on or about August 7, 1999, and plaintiff 
filed the present lawsuit on August 1, 2000. This 
matter initially came before for me for resolution of 

Plaintiffs Motion for a Protective Order and 
Defendant's Motion to Compel. 

On May 16, 2001, X issued an Order in this case in 
which I granted in part defendant's Motion to 
Compel, ordering plaintiff to provide defendants with 
signed, affmnative responses to all hut two of their 
interrogatories, and to stipulate as to certain 
document requests that there existed no other 
docunlents responsive to defendants' request other 
than those already in defendants' possession. Order 
of May 16, 2001 at 20-21. I$owever, T deferred 
resolution of the depositions of Jennings and her 
limited guardian and attorney, Hope C. Brown, 
pending supplemental filings on the issue by the 
partlies. 1 will resolve the issue of their depositions 
now. 

DISCUSSION 

Deposition of Gladys Jennbtgs 

In my May 16, 2001 Order in this matter, I indicated 
my inclination to pennit the deposition of Ms. 
Jennings to go forward over plaintiffs objection. The 
Order stated: "PlainHs testimony is surely relevant 
to the defense of this case, and defendant must be 
given an opportunity to obtain it. While plaintiffs age 
and condition are a concern, they do not outweigh 
defendants' need to prepare their defense. To the 
contrary, given plahtiff's condition, it is in the 
interest of both parties to proceed promptly with the 
discovery phase of this case." Ovder of May 16, 
2001, at 3. I-Iowever, I permitted plaintiff to fist 
conduct a medical evaluation of Ms. Jennings, and 
thereafter renew its protective Order if plaintiff 
deemed it necessary. Id I directed plaintiff to 
suppolt any renewed motion with "specific evidence" 
of h a m  would result From subjecting Jennings to a 
deposition. Id 

Plaintiff filed its Renewed Motion for a Protective 
Order under Rule 26(c> on June 1, 2001, following a 
series of evaluations of Ms. Jennings conducted b 
clinical psychologist Chauncey Forff, Ph.D. d 
Plaintiff argues that a protective Order is necessary to 
protect Jennings from "'annoyance, embarrassment 
and oppression!' Plaintiffs Renewed Motion for 
Protective Order ("PI. Ren. Mot.") at 6. In  support of 
the renewed motion, plaintiff cites the report of Fortt, 
which concludes that "great harm" could result to 
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. . 
I Jennings if she is subjected to the stress of an 
i : adversarial proceedmg because such a proceedmg has 
I the "potential to overwhelm [Jennings] cmezrt 

. .  , coping abilities which are tenuous at best." PI. Ren. 
Mot., Ex. 2, at 6. Fortt conteuds that Jennings' mental 
condition, marked by depression and dementia, 

1 should he considered "fragile". Id at 6. Fnrther, 
I Fortt concludes that Jeiiings' "diminished capacity" 

1 : places her at risk for "manipulation and exploitation", 

i and the stress of a deposition could potentially result 
I , ,  in irreversible harm to her ability to grasp reality. Id 

at 6. 

Fortt was the originai examiner 
appointed by the Superior Court of D.C. to 
examine Jennings' physical, behavioral, 
emotional and mental heath status during the 
intervention proceedings before the 
Honorable Kaye K. Christian. See 
PIahtifPs Renewed Motion for a Protective 
Order ("PI. Ren. Mot."), at 3. The recent 
evaluations of Ms. Jennings, approved by 
this Conrt's May 16, 2001 Order took piace 
on May 20, 2001, May 25, 2001, and May 
27,2001. Pi. Ren. Mot., Ex. 2, at 1 .  

! My Order of May 16, 2001, gave plainliff a 
second opportunity to support her claim of "good 

1 ! . ; I  cause" for a protective order *275 by demonstrating 
: !  specific evidence of the harm that would result to 

1 Jennings if she were subjected to a deposition. 

1 . 1  
Plaintiffs renewed motioa for a protective order fails 

1 to cure this deficiency. Rule 26(c) of the Federal j , !  Rules of Civil Procedure requires the party moving 
for a protective order to demonstrate "good canse" 4 ii for limiting the discovery sought. Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(c>; 

1 . ;  Alexander v. FBI. 186 F.R.D. 71, 74 fD.D.C.19981; 
1 Lohrenz v. Donnellv. 187 F.R.D. 1. 3 lD.D.C.19991. 

To do so, the movant must articulate specific facts to 
: t 
. . support its request and cannot rely on speculative or 
. . .  conclusory statements. See Alexander v. FBI. 186 

F.RI1. at 74: FEC v. GOPAC, Ijzc., 897 F.Suvp. 
i 
I (citing Avirgan v. Hull, 118 F.R.D. 252,254 
, (D.D.C.1987)). In fact, "[tlhe moving party has a 

heavy burden of showing 'extraordiary 
. , circumstances' based on 'specific facts' that would 

i justify such an order." Aleandm v. FBI at 75 (citing 
Pro-ina S h i ~ ~ i n a  Co.. Lfd. v.Thirtv-Four 
Automobiles. 179 F.R.D. 41. (D.Mass.19981. See 
also Buchw Y. Riclzardson Hosuital Auth, 160 

, . F.R.D. 88, 92 (N.D.Tex.1993 (stating that protective 
I 

orders prohibiting depositions are "rarely granted" 
and then only if the movant shows a "particular and 
compelling need" for such an order)). 

Moreover, it1 lhe case of a protective order 
related to deposition testimony, courts regard the 
complete prohibition of a deposition as an 
"exlraordhary measure[ 3 which should he resorted 
to only in rare occasions." See Alexander, 186 
F.R.D. at 75 (citing Salter v. Vpiohn CO.. 593 F.24 
649. 651 (5th Cir.1979) ("It is very unusual for a 
court to prohibit the takiig of a deposition altogether 
and absent extraordinary circumslances, such an 
order would likely be in error.")); Naftchhi v. New 
York Univ. Med. Ctr.. 172 F.R.D. 130. 132 
G.D.N.Y.19971 ("/I]t is exceedingly difficult to 
demonstrate an appropriate basis for an order barring 
the takiig of a deposition."); Frideres v. Schlztz, 150 
F.R.D. 153, 156 1S.D.lowa 19931 ("Protective orders 
prohibiting depositions are rarely granted."); 
&&c~,een. 145 F.R.D. at 96 ("Protective orders 
which totally prohibit the deposition of an individual 
are rarely granted absent exlraordiary 
circumstances!'); Motsinper v. Flvnt. 119 F.RD. 373, 
378 (M.D.N.C.1988) ("Absent a strong showing of 
good canse and cxtraordiiary circumstances, a court 
should not prohibit altogether the taking of a 
deposition."). Accordmgly, courts apply a balancing 
test, weighimg the movant's proffer of h a m  against 
the advcrsary's "significant interest" in preparing for 
trial. See Lohrem v. Donneiiv. 187 F.RD. 1. 3 
fD.D.C.19991; See also Alexander v. FBL 186 F.R.D. 
at 75. Considering therefore plaintiffs proffer of - 
"good cause" to prevent Jcnnings' deposition 
altogether against defendants' legitimate interest in 
preparing for trial, I find that plainiiff has not met its 
burden. 

As defendants correctly point out, plaintiff relies 
on conclusory, speculative statements to support its 
motion rather than demonstrating evidence of 
specific harm that will result to Jennings if she is 
made to testify. In seekiig the protective order, 
plaintiff relies largely on the report of Fortt, which is 
marked by conjecture and generalization. For 
example, Forttrs report states that Jennings, who 
arguably suffers from dementia and depression, is 
likely at risk for h a m  if she is made to give 
testimony because '5ndividuals with demenlia may 
be especially wlnerable to physical and 
psychological stress0 rs..." Renewed Mot., Ex. 2, at 
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6 .  Fortt also speculates that "it is very likeky that 
great h m  could result to [Jemingq if she were 
subjected to the adversarial process, which "has the 
potential to overwhelm" Jennings's coping abilities. 
Id (emphasis added). 

The report is also notable for its conclusory name. 
Although the report asserts that Jennings faces a 
"danger of exacerbating her synrptoms of dementia 
and depression'' if she is made to testify, id, it does 
not state with specificity how or why this will 
happen. Further, the report avers that subjecting 
Jennings to the adversarial process has the potential 
to overwhelm her coping strategies, but does not 
explain how in fact this will happe~  or how 
specifically her health will be threatened by the 
deposition process. 

): 

. , 
Furthermore, defendant's need to prepare a defense in 
this case outweighs the generalized assertions of 
harm that plaintiff has *276 made. As discussed in 

1 my prior opinion, Jemings' testimony is critical to 
this lawsuit, and defendants must be permitted to take 
it in order to develop their defense of this m e .  

., Jennings' testimony is particularly significant in light 

i of her signed responses to defendants' interrogatories, 
which were provided to defendants pursuant to this 
Court's Order. Order of May 16, 2001, at 20. As 
defendants co~rectly point out, plaintiffs responses, 
provided in Jennings' own handwriting, evidence a 
lack of memory regarding the fact and events 

' !  underlying this ~ a w s u i t . ~  Memorandum in Support 
i 
I of Defendants [Second] Motion to Compel ("Sec. 

Mot. Compel") at 9. Defendants must he given an 
opportunity to test plaintiffs asserted Iack of 

4 memory, and to develop, if possible, the facts and 
circumstances surrounding plaintiffs connact for care 
with defendants. 

FN2. Plaintiffs responses to Defendants' - 
Interrogatories indicate that while plaintiff 
recalls information such as her educational 
background and work history, she is unable 
to recall such information as entering into a 
contract for services with IHFC, Inc., 
whether and how IHFC, Inc. overcharged 
plaintiff for the services they provided, and 
how plaintiff relied on allegedly false 
representations made by IHFC, Inc. 
Defendant's Second Motion to Compel 
("Sec. Mot. Compel"), Ex. 2, Interrogatory 

i : I 
O 2008 Thomson RentersIWest. No 

: i 
: 8 

Nos. 4, 10, and 13. In response to a large 
number of defendants' intermgatories, 
plainriff repeatedly states, "I do not 
remember,'"? don't remember dl that has 
happened to me." Id 

As discussed above, several c o r n  have noted that 
the total prohibition of a deposition is an 
extraordiary measure not to be lightly undertaken by 
a court. Based on the evidence hefore me, I find that 
plaintiffs conclusory statemem of balm weighed 
against the critical testimony that Jennings will 
provide in this lawsuit, fail to satisfy plaintiffs 
burden under Rule 26(c). Therefore, plaintiffs 
deposition shall go forward in as timely a fashion as 
possible, albeit under certain conditions. 

As I stated in my prior order, Je~mings' deposition 
shall take place in my courtroom, and I will make 
myself available to both parties during Jennings' 
deposition to address any claims that Jennings' health 
condition merits ceasing the deposition. Additionally, 
as requested by plau~tiff, Jennin s' deposition shall 
take place in the ailemoon hours. & 

FoI%'s evaluation of Jeunings urges 
that if Jennings' deposition is permitted to go 
forward, the examination "would likely 
produce more effective results if conducted 
in the aitemoon." PI. Ren. Mot., Ex. 2, at 7. 
I shall grant this request. 

Deposition of Hope C. Brown 

The second issue before me is the deposition of 
one of plaintiffs attorneys, Hope C. Brown, which 
defendants seek to compel. Defendants assert that 
B row is a key material fact witness in this case 
whose testimony is critical to a main issue in this 
case, namely, plaintiffs state of mind prior and 
subsequent to the intervention proceedings in 
Superior Court, which culminated in Brown's 
appoinunent as plaintiffs limited 
guardidconservator on July 2, 1999. Response of 
Defendants to Court's Order of May 16, 2001 f"Def. 
Response"), at 6. Plaintiff entered into the contract 
for care with defendants in January of 1998; the 
termination of the contract occurred in August of 
1999, approximately one month aRcr Brown was 
appointed as plaintiffs limited guardian. Defendants' 
Motion to Colnpel and Opposition ("Def. MoL 
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Compel") at 11. Defendants assert that Brown 
"spearheaded" the intervention proceedings, 
supervised the transfer of Jennings to an assisted 
living center, played a role in managing plaintiffs 
financial affairs, and iiutiated this lawsuit. Id. at 10. 
Defendants contend that Brown is in a unique 
position to testify as to plaintiffs state of mind before 
and after the intervention proceedimgs, her ability to 
manage her daily life, her ability to "voice objections, 
concerns and suspicions," and her ability to enter into 
contracts, and argue that Brown is the unique source 
of this information. Id at 1 I. 

i The Federal Rules do not prohibit attorney 
1 \ depositions. See Evans v. Amood No. C1V.A. 96- 
x : 2746. 1999 WL 1032811. at *2 CD.D.C. Sentember 
1 29. 1999); Dowd v. Calabrere. 101 F.RD. 427.439 

I I (D.D.C.1984). However, as a general matter, courts 
i i 
: : regard attonley depositions unfavorabiy because they 
! 

i may interfere with the attorney's case *277 
I r preparation and risk disqualification of counsel who 

may be called as witness. See Evans v. Atwooa: at *3. 

i 
In light of these concerns, a party seeking to depose 
an adversary's counsel must prove its necessity. 

I Evans, at '2. Federal courts typically consider 
i ; 
j :  whether I) no other means exists to obtain the 

information sought; 2) the information sought is 

i relevant and non-privileged; and 3) me information is 
I I crucial to the preparation of the case. Seeid.; a 
i ; 
1 i 

v, Aincrican Molocr Cor~..  805 F.2d 1323. 1327 @& 
! Cir. 1986). 

! j 
In my Order of May 16, 2001, 1 determined that 

i defendants had established their burden with respect 
I to the last two elements, i.e., the information sought 4 i-4 from Brown is relevant, nonprivileged, and essential 
! 1 to d.efendairtst preparation of their case. Order at 5, 

6. However, I could not determine based on the 
, , evidence before me whether the fist element of 
1 Evans and Shelron had been met. i therefore deferred 
I resolution of Brown's deposition, ordering defendants 

. . ,  
to supplemental their motion to compel as to whether 

: 
i 

or not mere exists other means to obtain the 

i ' information that defendants seek. Order at 6. X 
I specifically diieoted defendants to submit affidavits 
1 i of other witnesses which demonsh;ttc that the 
j j  witnesses lack the information that defendants seek 
I I from Brown, on the theory that this evidence would 

establish whether or not the information possessed by 
i j 
I i 

Brown is unique. Id. 

Upon reviewing defendants' supplen~ental skatemen?, 
and plaintiffs objections to it, X fnd that the 
affidavits submitted by defendants suppo* the taking 
of Brown's deposition in this lawsuit. 

Defendants seek information related to plaintiffs 
state of mind before and after the intervention 
proceeding, which was initiated in May 1999 and 
culminated in Brown's appointment in July 1999, as 
we11 as plaintiffs ability to manage various aspects of 
her daily life and her affairs throughout this period to 
the present. The affidavit of defendants' attorney, 
Patricia Payne, who spoke with Fannie Starkes, 
plaintiffs former neighbor and &end of many y w ,  
and plaintiffs niece, Carmen Smith, indicates that 
Sfarkes and Smith liave lrrnited knowledge as to 
plaintigs state of mind during 1998 and 1999, her 
ability to manage her personal affairs, and her ability 
to address conflicts, negotiate with third pmies, 
etcFa Def. Response, Ex. A, at 1-3. The affidavit of 
plaintiffs C.P.A., Elizabeth Holtzclaw, indicates that 
whib Holtzclaw prepared plaintiffs tax returns E.om 
1990 to 1998, she had such Lunited contact with 
plaintiff that she has no opinion regardimg plaintiffs 
ability to manage her affairs, resolve disputes, 
interact with third parties, etc. De£ Response, Ex. B, 
Affidavit of Eli7abeih C. Holtzclaw, at 1-2. Similarly, 
the affkiavit of plaintiffs prior attorney, lean 
Galloway Ball, indicates that Ball had only one 
dealing with plaintiff during the period at issue, on 
February 11, 1998, for the sole purpose of preparing 
a Dumble General Power of Attorney, and has no 
opinion regardii plaintiffs ability to care for herself 
or her  affair^.^ Def. Response, Ex. C, Affidavit of 
Jean G. Ball, at 1-2. 

FN4. Payne spoke with Fannie Starkes on 
May 22, 2001, regardimg Starkes' 
recollection of Ms. Jennings from 1998 to 
the present In response to Payne's inquiry as 
to whether Starkes had lmowledge of 
Jennings' ability to manage her fmancial or 
personal affairs, her health care needs, and 
her ability to negotiate with third parties, 
Starkes indicated to Payne that she "did not 
have a clear recall [of3 Ms. lennings' 
abilities" relevant to Payne's inquiry, but 
was able to recall that Jennings seemed 
"frustrated by losing some control over her 
life." Accordimg to Payne's affidavit, 
Starkes was unable to give a further 
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explanatio~~ of this statement. Def. 
Response, Ex. A, Affidavit of Patricia L. 
Payne, Esq., at 1-2. 

Payne's inquiry of Carmen Smith indicates 
that Smith had limited dealings with 
Jennings in late 1998 and 1999, Def. 
Response at 2, 3. Further, according to 
Payne's affidavit, Smith indicated she 
visited Jennings 'kegularly" during the 
period at issue, but could not confim 
whether she had visited plaintiff "more 
than twice a year." Def. Response, Ex. A, 
Affidavit of Patricia L. Payne, Rsq., at 3. 
Smith indicat~d to Payne that she could 
not provide infomlation related to 
Jennings' ability to manage her affairs 
because she felt that was "someth'mg Ms. 
Jennings kept to herself? Def. Response, 
Ex. A, Aifidavit of Payne, at 3. 

FN5. Ball's affidavit indicates that she met 
Jennings in February 1998 for the purposes 
of providing legal services to plaintie did 
not have a long-term relationship with 
plaintiff, and therefore has no basis to form 
an opinion as to the information defendants 
seek. Def. Respo~~se, Ex. C, Affidavit of 
Jean G. Ball, at 1-2. 

! 

I "278 Defendants also attempted without success to 

1 j reach Dr. FortE, Dr. Robles, M.D., plaintiffs treating 

I .  i 
physician, and Dr. David Sayles, M.D., who 

1 conducted an evaluation of.plaintiff in comection 
with the Superior Court intervention proceeding. 4 Lj Defendants argue that these individuals are unlikely 

! , to have the information that defendants seek because 
their contact with plaintiff is limited to their 

. . . , 
, , 

psychological and medical evaluations of her, and 

. , 
therefore could not provide substantial insight into 
plaintiffs state of mind regarding her contract for 

, . care, her ability to manage daily aspects of life, etc. 
Def. Response at 5. 

, 

Plaintiff argues that defendants' evidence does not 
prove that Brown is the sole possessor of the 
information that defendants seek and claims that 
defendants efforts to depose Brown are calculated to 
disrupt the litigation and harass piailrtiff and her 
counsel. PI. Ren. Mot. at 5-6. Fist, plaintiff argues 
that defendants have failed to depose individuals like 

plaintiffs niece, Cannen Snlith, or plaintiffs 
physicians and psychologist, whom plaintiff asserts 
have information that defendants seek. Pi. Ren. Mot. 
at 4. Plaintiff also urges defendants to depose 
Jennings' "best ftiend", Hughes Redcross, whom 
plaintiff asserts has knowledge of her state of mind 
and health status during the relevant period. Id 
Plaintiff also takes issue with attorney Jean Ball's 
aK~davit, which states Ball has limited knowledge of 
plaintiff; plaintiff alleges that Ball was counsel for 
defendant Alston during Jennings' intervention 
proceedings, and prepared an "extensive 8 page 
power of attorney" for Jendngs in February 1 9 9 8 . ~  
PI. Ren. Mot. at 5. Finally, plaintiff argues that the 

deposition of Holaclaw, taken on February 16,2001, 
reveals bat Holtzclaw has knowledge of Jennings' 
state of mind during the period in question. 

FN6. Plaintiff presumably offers this 
statement to discredit Ball's statements as 
biased, and to challenged Ball's asseaions 
that she had only lunited contact with 
plaintiff. 

Based on the evidence before me, this cow Ends that 
Brown is in a unique position to testify as to the 
information defendants seek. While defendants have 
not deposed individuals such as Carmen Smith, the 
affidavit of Patricia Payne suggests that Smith has 
limited knowledge of the plaintiffs state of mind 
during 199811999 period. Drs. Robles and Sayles, as 
plaintiffs medical physicians, arguably have limited 
insight into plaultiffs state of mind, and certainly 
would be largely rinfamiliar with her day-to-day 
ahility to care for herself, to manage her a f K i ,  etc. 
Fom's reports, created largely for the purpose of 
evaluating plaintiffs emotional and mental status, do 
not speak in detail to plaintiffs ability to enter into 
contracts, manage her affairs, care for her daily 
needs, etc. As to Holtzclaw, her deposition testimony 
reveals only limited knowledge of plaintiffs state of 
mind, such as information plaintiff relayed to 
Holtzclaw about plaintiffs difficulty in staying 
oreanized and her feelines of being overwhelmed. 
w&ch was gained in 6 e  course-of Hooltzclaw's 
ongoing role as plaintiffs tax prepmr; it does not 
suggest a deeper understandimg of the information 
defendants seek. PI. Ren. Mot., Ex. 5, Deposition of 
Holtzclaw, T. at 20-27. Holtzclaw's aff~davit 
confirms her lack of recollection or opinion as to 
plaintiffs ability to manage her daily activities, 
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contract with thud parties, etc. As to plaintiffs 
assertion that Hughes Redcross "had knowledge of 
plaiutiffs state of mind and health status," a review 
of the Carroll Manor Nursing medical records that 
plaintiff provides in support ofthis statement reveals 
a llmited reference to Redcross regarding an inquiry 
he made of the Nursing staff about plaintiffs 
decision-makimg abilities. This evidence alone does 
not suggest a deep understanding of the nature of the 
information defendants seek. PI. Ren. Mot., Ex. 4. 

. . Finally, Ball's affidavit attests to a one-time contact 
with plaintif$ it is highly unlikely that this single 
contact can form the basis foi- a substantive 
understanding of plaintiffs ability to care for her 

i affairs, or her state of mind before and after the 
i . , 

intervention proceedings. 

: These affidavits establish the opposite of what 
plaintiff asserts; in contrast to the individuals 

j discussed above, attorney Brown, as plaintiffs 
limited guardian, is arguably the most closely 
involved person in plaintiffs life, at least in the 

! period commencing in July *279 1999, and arguably 
in the months preceding July, when Brown fust met 
plaintiff. Significantly, Bmwn served as plaintifls 

i limited guardian at a time when plaintiffs contract 
for care with defendants was terminated. Therefore, it' 
is fair to say that Brown, as plaintiffs limited 

: guardian, had a unique role in plaintiffs life 

i beginning in May 1999, and perhaps more intimate 
knowledge or involvement in the intervention 
proceedings and the telmination of the contract for 

I care than anyone else in plaintiffs life. Whiie Brown 
can certainly have no firsthand knowledge of the 
events leading up to plaintiffs entry into contmct 

ii with defendants in Januav 1998, since she hrst met 
! Jennii~gs in May 1999, defendant must be permitted 

to explore Brown's knowledge of plaintiffs state of 
mind after May 1999. Brown's crucial role in 
plaintiffs life since May 1999 and her howledge as 

, plaintiffs limited guardian of plah~tiffs ability to care 
for herself and manage her affairs is critical to the 

1 main issues in this case and justify the deposilion of 
Brown. Evans at *3. 

, While plaintiff urges that her psychologist, Chauncey 
, 

I / Fortt, Ph.D., and her physicians have information that 
defendants seek, as I discussed above, X am hard- 

/ pressed to see how these individuals, in their very 
1 j specific roles as plaintiffs clinical and medical 
! ! providers, have information as to plaintiffs slate of 
1 

mind before and after the intervention proceedings, 
her ability to care for herself, her daily affairs, her 
ability to enter into contracts, etc. 

Based on the affidavits provided by the defendants, 
and Brown's unique role as plaintiffs limited 
guardian, I find that Brown is the best and perhaps 
only source for information regarding plaintiffs state 
of mind &om May 1999 forward, and plaintiffs 
ability to manage aspects of her daily life, including 
her personal needs, her financial affairs, her ability to 
enter into contracts with third parties, etc. 
Accordmgly, I will permit the deposition of Brown to 
be taken. I will however, l i i r  the defendant's 
hquky of Brown to the time period beginning with 
Brown's first meeting with Jennings, in May 1999, to 
the present. Finally, as discussed in my prior order, 
plaintiff may raise any privilege objections she may 
have on a question-by-question basis at Broum's 
deposition. Order of May 16,2001 at 6. 

This court appreciates that this order position places 
Ms. Brown in a difficult position. As plaintiffs 
present attorney, Brown faces potential disruption of 
her preparation of the case and even disqualification 
as plaintiffs attorney if she is ultimately called as a 
witness. However, I have found that defendants have 
met theu burden as to the compelling need for 
Brown's testimony. Defendants are not seeking 
information regarding Brown's role as plaintiffs 
attorney. Rather, they are seeking howledge Brown 
may have in her role as plaintiffs limited guardian, a 
position that predates her role as plaintiffs attorney. 
Fwthermore, by msming dual roles, Kirst as 
plaintiffs limited guardian and then subsequently as 
her attorney, Brown undertook the risk that she might 
be called as a key witness in this matter.I" 

FN7, Cf: Cascone v. Niles Nbine for 
Children 897 F.Supp. 1263. 1267 
{W.D.Mo.1995) (permitting plaintiff to 
depose a defense attorney in part because 
infonnation sought from the at7orney 
concerned attorney's own conduct in the 
case, which predated the cornmencement of 
the litigation and therefore put the attorney 
on advance notice that she might be 
deposed.) 

CONCLUSION 
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In accordance with this Memorandum Opinion and 
Order, it is hereby 

ORDERED that plaintiffs Motion for a Protective 
Order [# 561 and Renewed Motion for a Profectivc 
Order [# 931 are denied. The parties shall contact 
chambers immediately to schedule a mutuaIly 
convenient date and time to conduct the deposition of 
Gladys Jennings. It is further hereby 

ORDERED that Defendants' original MotiDn to 
Compel [# 593 is granted, except as to thai portion 
which sought to compel the production of defendants' 
Requests for Documents Number 1-4, which is 
denied as moot, upon the parties resolution of the 
matter subsequent to defendant's filing its original 
Motion to ~ o m ~ e l . ~  It is further hereby 

FNB. The defendants initially sought to 
compel the production of all their Requests 
for Docmnents. However, subsequent to 
defendants' filing their original Motion to 
Conlpel, plaintiff provided defendants with 
supplemental responsive documents as to 
Document Requests Numbers 5-13. See 
Order of May 16, 2001 at 18 n. 2. 
Accordimgly, defendants only sought to 
coinpel Document Requests Numbers 1-4. 
121 my May 16th Order, I directed plaintiff to 
file a snppleinental statement as to 
Document Requests Numbers 1-4 which 
indicated, if applicable, that there were no 
other docunlents responsive to defendants' 
request apart @om those documents that 
defendants already had in their possession. 
Id at 19. 1 also indicated that once plaintiff 
filed such a statemenf this Court would 
assess whether Document Requests 
Numbers 1-4 were in fact.stil1 in dispute. 

Plaintiffs responsive filing of May 21, 
2001, stipulated that there were no other 
documents responsive to defendants' 
request as to Document Requests 
Numbers 1-4 other than those documents 
that defendants already had in their 
possession. Plaintiffs Supplemental 
Responses to Defendant Cheryl Alston's 
Fist  Request for Production of 
Documents, at 3-4. Accordingly, based on 
this statement, defendants' Documents 

Requests Numbers 1 4  are no longer in 
dispute. 

*280 ORDERED that Defendants' second Motion to 
Compel [# 1001 is granted, It is krther hereby 

ORDERED that the matter of defendants' request for 
sanctions under Fed.R.Civ.P. 37 in connection with 
its original and second Motions to Compel is stayed 
pending the completion of the depositions of Gladys 
Jennings and Hope C. Brown. Upon the taking of 
their depositions, this court will entertain any 
argument defendants may make that the information 
learned in these depositions M e r  suppo& their 
request for sanctions against plaintif?. The wurt will 
set a briefmg schedule for the sanctions issue once 
these depositions are complete. 

SO ORDERED. 

D.D.C.,2001. 
Jennings v. Family Management 
201 F.RD. 272 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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QBucher v. Richardson Hosp. Authority 
N.D.Tex.,1994. 

United States District Court,N.D. Texas, Dallas 
Division. 

Linda BUCHER, IndividuaUy and as Next Friend of 
J.B., Plaiitiff, 

v. 
RICHARDSON HOSPITAL AUTHORITY &la 

Richardson Medical Center, et al., Defendants. 
No. 3-94-CV-1264-R. 

Action was brought against hospital and teacher who 
worked at hospital, alleging that teacher sexually 
abused 15-year-old patient who was being treated for 
psychological problems related to prior sexual abuse. 
After defendants noticed deposition of patient, writ to 
quash was filed. The District Court, &&A, United 
States Magistrate Judge, held that: (1) evidence did 
not establish existence of extraordinary 
circumstances justifyiing order quashing deposition, 
and (2) while conditions would he placed on 
depositio~l, patients psychologist would not be 
aiIowed to serve as "interpreter" of defense counsel's 
questions. 

Ordered accordingly. 

West Headnotes 

170A Federal Civil Procedure - 
Depositions and Discovery 

1 7 0 U i ~ )  In Gen~xal 
170Ak1271.5 k. Protective Orders. Most 

Cited Cases 
(Formerly 170Ak1271) 

Party seeking protective order must show good cause 
and specific need for protection; "good cause" exists 
when justice requires protection of parry or pmon 
from any annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or 
undue burden or expense. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.&& 
26fcl28 U.S.C.A. 

170A Federal Civil Procedure - 
170AX Depositions and Discovery 

170AXfA) In General 
170Ak1271.5 k. Protective Orders. Most 

Cited Cases 
(Formerly 270Ak1271) 

In considetinz reauest for vrotective order, court - ~ 

must balance competing interests of allowing 
discovery and protecting parties and opponents from 
undue burdens. Fcd.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 26(cl 28 
m. 

Federal Civil Procedure 170A e l 3 5 8  

170A Federal Civil Procedure - 
Depositions and Discovery 

170AX(C) Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pending Action 

170AX(C)2 Proceedings 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
-8 k. Order That Deposition 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
Protective orders prohibiting depositions are rarely 
granted. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 26(c), 28 U.S.C.A. 

@J Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1358 

Federal Civil Procedure 
170AX Depositions and Discovery 

170AX(Cf Depositions of Patties and Others 
Pending Action 

170AXLC)2 Proceedings 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before 0 r d  Examination 
mAk13S8 k. Order That Deposition 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
Party seekmg to quash deposition in its entirety has 
heavy burden of demonstrating good cause; standard 
is "eaaordinary circumstances," and party must 
show particular and compelling need for such order, 
and conclusory assertions of injury are insufficient. 
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 26fc). 28 U.S.C.A. 
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Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1358 

170A Federal Civil Procedure 
Depositions and Discovery 

17OAXiC) Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pending Action 

170AX(C\2 Proceedings 
170Ak1355 Orders for Prorection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
170Ak1358 k. Order That Deposition 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
Plaintiff in action arising out of teacher's alleged 
sexual abuse of 15-year-old patient while she was 
hospitalized for treatment of prior abuse failed to 
establish existence of extraordinary circumstances 
thai would justify order quashing deposition of 
patient, notwithstanding treating psychologist's 

i testimony that patient's psychological problems could 
be aggravated by questioning in adversarial setting 
and that she might even become suicidal: patient's 

incompetent to testify at trial did not justify quashing 
deposition of victim; right to depose witness and 
right to use that testimony in c o w  are separate and 
distinct, and discovery rules allow for discovery of 
inadmissible evidence if it appears reasonably likely 
to lead to discovery of admissible evidence. 
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 26(bKl), 28 U.S.C.A. 

Federal Civil Procedure 170A -1359 

Jm Federal Civil Procedure 
170AX Depositions and Discovery 

l7OAX(Cl Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pending Action 

170AX(C)2 Proceedings 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
170Ak1359 k. T i e  and Place Of, 

and Procedure For, Taking. Most Cited Cases 
- . . 

! j 

allegations were central to claim against hospitai and 
teacher, patient had talked about events surrounding 

kdera l  Civil Procedure 170A -1361 
I 1 { 

1 I alleged abuse to others, and objective medical 
I !  evidence did not establish that patient would be 170A Federal Civil Procedure 
j . .  irreparably harmed by deposition process. Fed.Rules Depositions and Discovery 

i I Civ.Proc.Rule26(c). 28 U.S.C.A. I7OAX(C) Depositions of Paties and Others 
I j 'Pending Action 

Federal Civil Procedure 170.4 -1323.1 

170a Feded Civil Procedure 
170AX Depositions and Discovery 

170AXICt Depositions of Parties and Others 
Pending Action 

170AX(C)1 In General 
170Ak1323 Persons Whose 

Depositions May Be Taken 
170Ak1323.1 k. In General. &m 

Cited Cases 

Federal Civil Procedure 170.4 -1358 

170A Federal Civil Procedure 
170AX Depositions and Discovery 

L7OAX(C) Depositions of Patties and Others 
Pendimg Action 

170AX1Cl2 Proceedings 
170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 

Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 
170Ak1358 k. Order That Deposition 

Be Not Taken. Most Cited Cases 
Possibility that alleged sexual abuse victim might be 

- 
170AX(C)2 Proceedings 

170Ak1355 Orders for Protection of 
Parties and Deponents Before Oral Examination 

J70Ak1361 k. Limiting Scope of 
Examination in General. Most Cited Cases 
Plaintiff in action against hospital and teacher who 
worked at hospital and who allegedly sexualiy abused 
15-year-old patient was not entitled to condition on 
patient's deposition that patient's psychologist be 
allowed to ask defendants' questions in view of fact 
that patient had shown ability to discuss alleged 
abuse and fact that psychologist had described herself 
as advocate for patient; however, plaintiff was 
entitled to foUowing conditions: (I) deposition would 
be conducted at specified children's treatment center; 
(2) patient's mother and therapist could be present; 
(3) teacher would be excluded %om deposition site; 
(4) proceeding could be videotaped; (5) deFense 
counsel would ask question from another room via 
closed circuit television; (6) subject matter of 
deposition would be limited to exploring facts 
directly related to liability and damages; and (7) 
deposition would be limited to two hours of direct 
examination. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 26(c), 28 
U.S.C.A. 
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';89 Barbara Eiias-Perciful and Shirlev Sutherland, 
Law Offices of Shirley Sutherland, Dallas, TX, for 
plaintiff. 
Dwavne H m e s ,  Cowles & Thompson, Dallas, TX, 
for defendant Roy R. George. 
Patrick C. Fr& Fiedler & Akin, P.C., Dallas, TX, 
for defendant Ricl~ardson Hosp. Authority. 

MEMORANDUM OPMION AND ORDER 

IUPLAN, United States Magistrate Judge. 
Plaintiff has filed a motion to quash the deposition of 
J.B. and a motion for reconsideration in connection 
with a prior ruling made by the Court. These motions 
have been referred to United States Magistrate Judge 
Jeff Kaplan for deteimination pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 6 

! &3fJ.Q and Local Rille 1.3. 

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

1 Plaintin Linda Bucher has sued Defendants 
Richardson Medical Center and Roy Reed George for 

. . negligence and civil rights violations arising out the 

! care and treatment of her daughter, J . B . ~  Plaintiff 
contends that Defendant George sexually abused J.B. 
while she was a patient at the adolescent care unit of 

' I  

I Defendant RhtC. The lawsuit is brought by Plaintiff 
! . , 

Linda Bucher in her individual capacity and on 
behalf of her minor daughter. 

. . 

FN2. This lawsuit was originally filed in 
state court. The case was removed to federal 
court by Defendant RMC on June 17, 1994. 
Plaintiff did not file a motion to remand and 
does not contesl the basis for removal 
jurisdiction. 

The deposition of J.B. was originally noticed for 
September 23, 1994. The parties agreed to depose 
J.B. at the New Life Children's Treatment Center in 
Canyon Lake, Texas where she currently resides. 
Counsel *PO for Defendant RMC flew to Austin, 
Texas for the deposition. Re was to meet opposing 
counsel at the airport arid ride together to the 
deposition site. However, the attorneys missed each 
other and the deposition never took place. The parties 
agreed to reset the deposition. A second notice was 
issued scheduling the deposition of J.B. for October 
18, 1994 in Dallas, Texas. 

Plaintiff Lmda Bucher hired another attorney just 
prior to this d e p o s i t i ~ n . ~  The new lawyer filed a 
motion to quash alleging that "J.B. is emotionally, 
psychologically and mentally incapable of giving a 
deposition." Plaintiff seeks an order postponing the 
deposition until such time as "J.B.'s treating 
therapists agree that she is capable of safely and 
competently undergoing the deposition process." 
The motion to quash was heard on October 31, 1994. 
Plaintiff did not call any wimesses or present any 
evidence. Instead, she relied on an &davit and a 
letter @om two of J.B!s therapists. The Court refused 
to quash the deposition. However, the Court ruled 
that: (1) the deposition should be taken at the New 
Life Children's Treatment Center in the presence of 
J.B!s mother and therapist; (2) the length of the 
deposition and scope of examination should be 
limited; and (3) Defendant George would not be 
allowed in the same room as the deponent. 

FT.IZ. Plaintiff was originally represented by 
F r a k  Jewell and Jewell & Associates. 
Shirley Sutherland was hired by plaintiff on 
October 14, 1994, four days before the 
scheduled deposition. Sutherland filed the 
motion to quash on October 18, 1994, but 
did not frie a motion to substitute counsel 
until October 21, 1994. A third lawyer, 
Barbara J. Elias-Perciful, has now entered an 
appearance on behalf of plaintifE Wias- 
Perciful has been designated as lead counsel 
and Sutherland will continue to serve as co- 
counsel. 

Plaintiff filed a motion for reconsideration in order to 
present live testimony and offer additional evidence. 
The motion was heard on November 15-16, 1994. 
The Court heard testimony from three expert 
witnesses. Barbara Rila and Sidney Brooks testified 
for the plaintiff. Frank Trhnboli testified for 
Defendant RMC. The Court took the motion under 
advisement and now issues this memoralldum order. 

FACTS 

S.B. is a 15-year-old female with a long history of 
sexual abuse. She was admitted to the adolescent care 
unit of Richardson Medical Center in 1992 for 
treahnent of psychological problems related to this 
abuse. J.B. attended educational courses while she 
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was hospilalized. These courses were taught by Roy 
Reed George. Plaintiff contends ghat George 
repeatedly raped and molested J.B. over a two month 
period in 1994. Defendants RMC and George deny 
these allegations. In any event, J.B. was subsequently 
moved to a residential treatment facility in Canyon 
Lake, Texas where she is undergoing intensive 
psychological treatment. 

Barbara Rila is a psychologist who has treated J.B. 
for Lhe past seven years. She testified that J.B. has I been sexually abused by her b i  family, adoptive 
father and a teenage babysitter. Dr. Rila participated 
in the decision to admit J.B. to Richardson Medical 
Center. She believes that J.B. was molested by 1 George and said that other patients reported similar 
instances OF abuse. Dr. Rila found J.B. in a fetal 
position on the day she reported the incident to 
hospital slaff. She agreed with the decision to transfer 
J.B. to the New Life Children's Treatment Center. Dr. 
Rila talks with J.B. on lhe telephone once a month 

1 but has not seen her for ten mouths. She has not 
i reviewed her medical records from New Life and has 

I never visited J.B. at the facility. 

1 1  
1 \ Dr. Rila testified that J.B. suffers from post-traumaitc 
I stress disorder. She said that J.B. is in a critical stage 
! of treatment and that the stress associated. with a 
1 i deposition may "derail" her progress. Specifically, 
I I 

; Dr. Rila expressed concern that J.B. may he 

i emotionally mnmatized by being forced to talk about 
1 ,  the events surrounding her abuse in an adversarial 
; I setting. She fears that this may overpower J.B!s 1 . ;  ability to cope with and manage stress. If her stress 

mechanism is overpowered, Dr. Rila said that J.B. 
may become more depressed and possibly suicidal. 

Dr. Rila also testified that J.B. has a learning 
disability and a limited capacity to recall concrete 
events. This memory problem *91 could make it 
difficult for J.B. to provide reliable information. Dr. 
Rila said that the anxiety and frustration associated 
with the inabifity to answer questions at a deposition 
could exacerbate her psychological problems. She 
conduced that J.B. is "emotionally and 
psychologically incapable of giving a deposition at 
this time'; and that "subjecting J.B. to a 
conftontationai discussion of her abuse ... would 
mnmatize her to the point of further harm and 
deterioration and endanger her psychological 
stability." 

On cross-examination, Dr. Rila said ihal J.B. had 
discussed her sexual abuse allegations with several 
people in different settings. J.B. talked to the police, 
district attorney, and two lawyers in addition to her 
therapists. Dr. Rila also admitted that J.B. has a 
propensity for fantasy, distortion and fabrication. She 
was aware that J.B. had recanted her accusations 
against Roy Reed George. Dr. Rila explained that this 
recant occurred around the time the first deposition 
was aborted and served as a protection mechanism to 
get J.B. out of a highly stressful situation. 

The Court also questioned Dr. Rila about possible 
procedures or safeguards that co,dd be implemented 
to minimize the risk of h a m  during a deposition. Dr. 
Rila suggested that the deposition take place at the 
New Life Children's 'I'reatment Center during the 
month of January 1995. J.B.'s mother and therapist 
should he present during this deposition, and all other 
participants should be excluded from the room. Dr. 
Rila said that George should not even he allowed on 
the premises. She recommended that the deposition 
be conducted during a set time frame and that the 
parties adhere to that schedule. This would give the 
proceeding some certainty and predictability. Dr. Rila 
said that, if possible, the questions should be 
subn~itted in writing or though a neukal tbird-party 
or "interpreter!' She believes that this would 
enhance J.B!s ability to give truthful answers. Dr. 
Rila thinks that J.B. may have difficulty 
understand'ig questions asked from a remote 
location over a closed cucuit television. However, 
this would be less intrusive than having defense 
counsel present in the same room. 

Frank Trimboli testified oil behalf of the defendants. 
Dr. Trimholi is a clinical psychologist with twelve 
years experience in treating adolescent palients. He 
has never treated or examined J.B., but reviewed 
some of her records &om Richardson Medical 
Center. Dr. Trimboli testified that J.B. is capable of 
giving a dcpositioit in this case. He ageed that the 
process would be stressful and that some safeguards 
were needed. However, Dr. Trimboli believes that 
J.B. can talk about her allegations of sexual ahuse 
because she has done so in therapy groups. 

Plaintiff called Sidney Brooks as a rebuttal witness. 
Dr. Brooks is a licensed psychiatrist but has never 
examined or treated J.B. He reviewed some records 
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from Richardson Medical Center and talked with one 
of J.B!s former therapists. Dr. Brooks testified that 
J.B. has an impulsive control disorder and is a suicide 
risk if deposed. The risk level is directly related to the 
amount of stress associated with the deposition. 
Consequently, the risk decreases if the 
confrontational or adversarial nature of the process is 
minimized. Dr. Brooks suggested that questions be 
submitted to J.B. in writing or through a therapist 
acting as an interpreter. However, he said that there 
would be a "mild to moderate" decrease in risk if J.B. 
was questioned over a remote audio device or closed 
circuit television. Dr. Brooks testified that it was 
important to conduct the proceedings in a secure and 

i supportive environment. 

MOTION TO QUASH 

Plaintiff Linda Bucker contends that the deposition 
should be quashed in its entirety. She argues that the 
risk of physical and emotional harm to her daughter 
outweighs the utility of the process for the 
defendants. Plaintiff also asserts that J.B. is not 
competent to give deposition testimony because of 
her mental condition. 

The defendants respond that there is a compelling 
need to depose J.B. They argue that she is a party 

i 
I plaintiff and the "most important wihless" in this 

case. The defendants contend that this deposition is 
necessary because J.B. has given conflicting accounts 
of the incident and even recanted her accusations 

i against Roy Reed George. They "92 point out that 
she has discussed the alleged abuse with police 
officers and lawyers outside of a therapeutic setting. 

7 Defense counsel seem to recognize the need for some 
I procedural safeguards, but maintain that they should 

be allowed to personally examine J.B. until they 
. . receive satisfactory answers to their questions. 

! 

1. Legal Standard 

annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue 
burden or expense." FED.R.ClV.P. 26@1 a 
901 F.2d at 435. The court must balance the 
competing interests of allowing discovery and 
protectinn parties and deponents from undue burdens. 
i:arnsworrh v. Procter-& Gamble Co., 758 F.2d 
1545. 1547 (11th Ci.1985); Dow Chemical Co. v. 
Allen. 672 F.2d 1262. 1277-78 17th Cir.1982). 

Protective orders prohibiting depositions are 
rarely granted. Salter v. U~iohn Co , 593 F.2d 649, 
651 (5th Cir.19721: see also 8 C. WRIGIFT, A. 
MILLER, & R. MARCUS, FEDERAL PRACTICE 
AND PROCEDURE 6 2037 (West 19941. A party 
seeking to quash a deposition in its entirety has a 
heavy burden of demonstrating good cause. 
y. Sclzills, 150 F.R.D. 153, 156 (S.D.Iowa 19931; 
Medlin v. Andrew, 113 F.R.D. 650. 653 
(M.D.N.C.1987). The standard in the Fifth Circuit is 
"extraordinary circumsta~ces." Sailer. 593 F2d at 
651. The movant musl show a particular and - 
compeUmg need for such an order. Conclusory 
assertions of injury are insufficient. Med2in. 113 
F.R.D. at 653: CBS, Inc. v. Ahern. 102 F.R.D. 820, 
822 B.D.N.Y.1984). This requirement "furthers the 
goal that courts only grant as narrow a protective 
order as is necessary under the facts!' I;~*ideres, 150 
F.RD. at 156,citing Briltain v. S11,oh Brewerv Co., 
136F.R.D. 408.412 (M.D.N.C.19911. 

2. Deposition of J.B 

The defendants have an interest in conducting 
discovery and preparing this case for trial. These are 
important considerations and great care must be taken 
to avoid their unnecessary inriugement. See 
Famsworth. 758 F.2d at 1547. Plaintiff also has a 
significant interest in protecting her daughter from 
the psychological aud emotional harm that may result. 
&om a deposition." See Medlin, 113 F.R.D. at 653. 
However, the evidence presented by plaintiff does 
not rise lo the level of "exiraordinaw circumstances" 

j 
fjJ?,J A party seeking a protective order must show 

necessary to prohibit the defendants-from conducting 

good cause and a specific need for protection. L- this discovery. 

v. Ak Line Pilots AssociaSion. 901 F.2d 404.435 (5th m, cert, denied498 U.S. 895, 111 S.Ct. 244, 112 - FN3. Plaintiff argues that this interest is 
L.Ed.2d 203 (19901; Harris v. Amoco Production founded oa a right to bodily integrity that is 
Co., 768 F.2d 669. 684 (5th Ci.19851, cert. protected by the substantive component of 
denied475 U.S. 101 1, 106 S.Ct 1186, 89 L.Ed.2d the due process clause. She relies on 

I 302 (19861. "Good cause" exists when justice Twlor I.S.D., 15 F.3d 443 (5th CirJ, cert. 
i requires the protection of"a party or person from any denied, -- U.S. ----, 115 S*Ct. 70. 130 
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L.Ed.2d 25 (19941, in an attempt to establish 
a constitutional basis for her motion to 
quash. l l e  issue in Doe was whether a civil 
rights claim against a public school district 
was barred by qualified immunity, It was in 
that context that the Fifth Circuit recognized 
a child's right to bodily integrity and to be 
free &om physical sexual abuse. 
F.3d at 451-52. The opinion does not 
address or even mention the parameters of 
discovery in a sexual abuse case. Therefore, 
Doe provides little guidance in resolving this 
discovery dispute. 

1 Fist, J.B. has demonstrated thaf she is capable of 
i taking about the events surrounding her alleged 

sexual abuse. She has discussed this incident with 

j 
therapists, police officers, the district al2on1ey and her 
lawyers. Plaintiff has not shown that I.B.'s mental 
condition deteriorated or that she was emotionally 
traumatized as a result of these discussions. 

Second, the objective medical evidence does not 
establish that J.B. will he ineparahly harmed by the 
deposition process. Two psychologists testified at the 

1 hearing. Barbara Rila said that J.B. could not 
withstand the rigors of a deposition. Frank Trirnboli 
testified that she could be deposed in this case. 
Significantly, neither witness has examined J.B. 

8 . , within the past ten months or reviewed her current 
medical records. Plaintiff did not introduce J.B.'s 

I medical records into evidence or proffer testimony 
i 
i 

from *93 her treating therapist. The Court is unable 
to conclude that there are no conditions under which 
the deposition could safely proceed. 

"i 
Finalky, plaintiff is not entitled to quash the 

deposition merely because J.B. may he incompetent 
to testify at trial. The right to depose a witness and 
the right to use that testimony in court are separate 
and distinct. See United Stales v. Inte1,national 
Business Machines Corn.. 90 F.R.D. 377. 381 n. 7 
{S.D.N.Y.l981l, citing8 C. WRlGHT & A. MILLER, 
FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE S 2007 
[West 19701. The discovery rules expressly provide 
that the information sought need not be admissible at 
tfial if it "appears roasonably calculaled to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence." FED.R.CIV.P. 
2Slb)o. Dr. Rila testified that J.B. has a learning 
disability and long term memory problems. She said 
that this could make if difficult for J.B. to provide 

reliable information in response to questions. Dr. Rila 
also stated that I.B. recanted her accusations against 
Roy Reed George because of the fear and anxiety 
surrounding the &st deposition scheduled in this 
case. Plaintiffs argue that the combiiation of these 
factors show that J.B. is not competent to discuss her 
abuse in a stressful situation. However, the 
defendants properly contend that J.B!s memory 
problems and subsequent recantation are relevant to 
their defense. See Miller v. Basbas. 131 N.H. 332, 
5- (child's inability to 
remember events sunounding alleged sexual abuse 
are relevant to defense). 

Plaintiff relies on four cases to support her argument 
that J.B. should not he deposed. Motsinper v. Flvnf, 
119F.R.D.373 fM.D.N.C.1988);Medlia 113F.R.D. 
at 650: In re McCorhill publish in^. Inc.. 91 B.R. 
223 (Bankr.S.D.N.Y.19881; Frideres. 150 F.R.D. at 
153. All four cases can be distinguished on their - 
facts. In Motsinger and Medin the trial court 
temporarily postponed the plaintiff's deposition. 
Mohinew. 119 F.RD. at 378 (six week stay); 
Medlin. 113 F.RD. at 653 (thirty day stay). Neither 
case involved a request to quash the deposition in its 
entirety. Significantly, the trial judge in Medlin 
rehsed to issue a longer stay based on conclusory 
statements from a psychiatrist. The judge noted that 
"plaintiff has met her ihiiial burden to receive a brief 
stay hut more is required should she want a 
substantial or permanent stay of her deposition." 
Medlin, 113 F.R.D. at 653. 

In McCorhiN Publishing, the uncontroverted medical 
evidence justified a protective order prohibiting the 
deposition of an 80 year old witness. A doctor 
testified that the witness could not process facts 
because of dementia and may not withstand the 
agitation caused by the deposition process. The court 
observed that "the debtor cross-examined [the doctor] 
and could have also introduced contradictory 
evidence, if any. There was no evidence to rebut [the 
doctor's] unequivocal testimony that an oral 
deposition of [the witness] ... could have deleterious 
consequences to his health and that he was physically 
incapable of furnishing any information!' McCo~hill 
Publishina. 91 B.R. at 225. Ln the instant case, the 
evidence regarding J.B.'s ability to give a deposition 
was hotly contested. Two psychologists offered 
different opinions about the potential dangers 
associated with this proceeding. The record in this 
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case is much less compelling than that presented in 
Medlin. 

Fmally, the Frideres case did not involve the 
deposition of a party. Rather, the plaintiff sought to 
depose her sister in order to corroborate allegations 
of sexual abuse against their parents. The sister 
moved to quash the deposition because of a life- 
kmtening medical condition that is aggravated by 
stress. The trial court postponed tl~e deposition 
pending further information about her condition. 
Specifically, the trial court wanted to know "bether 
a deposition without the parties present would 
subsfantially reduce or eliminate the health risks 
considered by the doctors!' Frideres. 150 F.R.D. at 
m. In this case, the evidence shows that certain 
procedural safeguards could be impfemented to 
minimize the risk of harm during a deposition. 

The Court concludes that the defendants' right to 
depose J.B. outweighs the plaintiffs concern that her 
daughter will be further harmed by the process. 
However, some limitations and procedural safeguards 
are necessaryh94 to minimize the risk of 
psychological or emotional harm. 

3. Procedural Safeguards 

L7J The parties have agreed on certain safeguards 
should tbis deposition proceed. Specifically, they 
agree that: (1) the deposition should be conducted at 
the New Life Chiidrents Treatment Center in early 
January 1995; (2) J.B!s mother and therapist may 
attend the deposition; (3) Roy Reed George should be 
excluded from the deposition site; and (4) the 
proceeding may be videotaped. Plaintiff argues that 
additional restrictions are necessary in order to 
minimize the risk of harm to her daughter. She 
requests that Barbara Rila be appointed to serve as a 
neutml thud-nariv "internreter" for the deuosition. 

manual for attorneys who handle child abuse 
cases. STATE BAR OF TEXAS, MANUAL 
FOR ATTORNEYS W CHILD ABUSE 
AND NEGLECT CASES (2d Ed.1994). 
This publication was developed primarily 
for use in cases involving the termination of 
parental rights. However, the 
recommendations percainiiig to the 
deposition of child abuse victims are equally 
applicable in civil litigation matters. 

Predictably, the defendants vigorously object to these 
additional restrictions. They argue that it 
impermissibly and unnecessarily infringes on their 
right to personally examine a named party and one of 
the most important witnesses in this case. The 
defendants assert that the 'leation of questions 
through an interpreter will contaminate the 
information they need in order to prepare their 
defense. 

As a general rule, the defendants should be allowed 
to ask their own deposition questions. It is improper 
for an intermediary to interpret questions and help the 
witness formulate answers. See Hull v. Clifion 
P~ecision 150 F.RD. 525. 528 (E.D.Pa.19931. This 
impo~tant right should only be restricted in 
exceptional cases for good cause shown. Plaintiff has 
failed to establish that a third-party interpreter is 
required in this case. J.B. is now 15 years old. She 
has discussed this incident witllout the aid of an 
interpreter in the past. Her situation is demonsQably 
different than those cases involving younger children 
who are offen unable to articulate or communjcate 
the events surrounding their abuse claims. In 
additim, Dr. Rita is hardly a neutral third-party. She 
describes herself as an "advocate" for J.B. and, as 
such, is presmptively disqualified from asking 
questions on behalf of the defendants. 

Dr. Rila wouid review a'list of questions submitted Courts have long recognirzd the need to protect the 
by the defendants and ask them in an unobtrusive and physical and psychological well-being of cliild abuse 
non-confrontational manner. The defendants could victims in judicial proceedimgs. A variety of 
listen to J.B!s response over an audio speaker. measures have been suggested to ameliorate the harsh 
Plaintiff argues that this procedure has been endorsed atmosphere of a typical cou3xoom setting. See 
by the State Bar of Texas Committee on Child Abuse Muwlund v. Cmir. 497 U.S. 836. 843. 110 S.Ct 
and Neglectm 3157. 3162, 111 L.Ed.2d 666 119901 (child testified 

over one-way closed circuit television outside the 

&The State Bar of Texas, in cooperation presence of the parties); United States v. Carrier, 9 

with the Texas Legal Resource Center for F.3d 867, 869 (10th Ci1.Z tee. denied, --- U.S,=r; 

Child Abuse and Neglect, has published a 114 S.Ct. 1571. 128 L.Ed.2d 215 (1993) (child 
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testified over two-way closed circuit television in the 

i presence of the attorneys); United Sfares v. Garcia. 7 

I F.3d 885. 887 (9th Cir.1993) (child testified over 

i !  two-way closed circuit television outside the 
I ! presence of tire defendant); Thomas v. Gunter. 962 
1 F.2d 1477. 1480 (10th Cir.19921, cert. denied, --- 

U.S. ---, 114 S . 0 .  447. 126 L.Ed.2d 380 (19931 
(child videotaped at treatment center in the presence 
of her therapist and an investigator selected by the 
defendant); &iaarolo v. Menchum. 934 F.2d 19. 21. 

1 :  (2d Cir.19911 (child videotaped in the presence of the 
i attorneys and judge); Arcaris v. Suuerior Court, 160 1 ! Ariz. 533. 774 P.2d 837. 839 IAov.1989) (mother 

1 allowed to be present during child's deposition); 
I 
! 1 Otteson v. District Court. 443 N.W.2d 726. 727 

i I (Iowa 19891 (defendant separated from child by one- 
: way mirror). These cases strike an appropriate 

balance between the need to provide a supportive 
: i environment for the child witness and the defendant's 

I 
I . ,  right to a fair trial. The Court finds that similar 

physical access to I.B. at any time during this 
deposition. 

4. The subject matter of this deposition shall he 
limited to exploring those facts diiectly related to 
liability and damages. Counsel shall refrain from 
tactics calculated to confuse, annoy, harass, or imply 
doubt regarding the veracity of the witness. 

5. The deposition will he limited to two hours of 
d ~ e c t  examination to he divided between counsel for 
Defendant RMC and Defendant George. This does 
not include any time consumed by objections, 
attorney dialogue, breaks or other intenuptions. 
Counsel for plaintiff may cross-examine the witness 
for a time period not to exceed thirty minutes. 
Defendants may then conduct re-direct examination 
for a time period not exceed the length of cross- 
examination. 

restrictions in this case will *95 minimize the 
1 emotional harm incident to a deposition while 

6. The technical costs associated wit11 this deposition 
i 

1 ; allowing the defendants to conduct their own shall be divided equally between plaintiff and the 
I ' 

discovery. 
defendants. 

I 
I 

ORDERS 
i 

, Plaintiffs motio~i to quash and motion for 
i reconsideration are granted in part and denied in part. 

The Court f ids  that the defendants should be 
allowed to depose J.B. However, the following 
protective orders are necessary to minimize the risk 

j of emotional and psychological harm to the witness: 

1. The deposition of J B. shall be conducted at the 
1 New Life Children's Treatment Center in Canyon 

Lake, Texas on January 4, 1995, unless otherwise 
agreed by the parties. 

. , 2. The following persons may be present in the same 
room as the witness during the deposition: (a) Limda 
Bucher; @) counsel for the plaintiff; and (c) Barbara 

I Rila, or another therapist selected by J.B. 

3. Counsel for the defendants shall question the 
witness from another room located at the treatment 
facility. The questions and answers shall be 
transmitted over a closed circuit television. One 
camera shall be focused on J.B. Another camera shall 
he focused on the attorney asking questions. The 
defendants and their attorneys shall not be allowed 

7. A violation of this order may result in the 
imposition of sanctions under Rule 37Co)I21 of the 
&deral Rules of Civil Procedure. 

SO ORDERED. 

N.D.Tex.,1994. 
Bucher v. Richardson Hosp. Authority 
160 F.R.D. 88 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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11 L B A C x G R O r n  AND EXPErnNCE 

I( 1. 
L am a Vice President at Cornerstone Research, a; economic and finance consulling 

firm with offices in Washington, D.C. and Menlo Park, California, where the company is 

headquartered, in addition to other offices 'in the United States. 1 have a Ph.D. in Economics 

I( from the University of Texas at Austin and have published in the field of economics. In my 

/I work, 1 have studied and analyzed various foms of business conduct and how that conduct may 

I1 affect the performance of markets and individual fums. I have analyzed such business conduct 

/I in antitrust cases, in @her forms o f  commercial litigation, and in government regulatory 

proceedings. I have submitted t&&nony in the courts and in private arbitrations. I have also 

presented analyses related to the competitive effects of mergers and acquisitions to the United 

States Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. I have taught undergraduate 

microeconomics at the University of Texas a n 8  graduate economics at George Mason 

University. 

2. A copy ofmy vitae is included as Exhibit 1-1. My current rate is $510 per hour. 

3. At the request of counsel for Defendants, NVTDEA Corporation ('XVIDIA") and AT1 

Technologies ULX: ("ATP') (collectively "Defendants"), I have been asked to review indirect 

purchaser PlainWs' ("Plaintiffs") allegations, the available information and data related to 

relevant products sold by Defendmts and to address issues associated with  lai inti&' motion for 

class certification. Specifically, Defendants asked me to address whether common proof can be 

used to demonstrate that members of the proposed class of indirect purchasers of computers or 

graphics cards suffered impact £ram the alleged conspiracy and the issue of whether damages 

from such claims to individuals in the proposed class can be proven in a comrnon or formulaic 

manner. I have also been asked to review and opine on the expert reports filed on behalf of the 

Plaintiffs by Dr. Anna Meyendorffand by Dr. Janet S. ~ e t z . '  

' Declaration of Dr. Anna Meyendorffin Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Class Certification, 
April 24, 2008 ("Meyendorff Report"); Declaration of Dr. Janet S. Netz in Support of 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Class Certification, April 24,2008 ('Web Report"). 
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6 I/ United States who, flow December 4, 2002 to the present, purchased indirectly &om the I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

7 / /  Defendants Graphics Processing Units andlor the discrete graphics cards in which they are used 1 

4. Generally, I understand that Plaintiffs claim that NVIDIA and A n  engaged in a 

conspiracy with respect to two distinct types of products, discrete CrPU chips and graphics cards. 

The conspiracy is alleged to have two dimensions; to fix and maintain supra-competitive prices 

of these products and to limit competition in innovation by agreeing upon the timing of new 

product release dates.2 The putative class is defined as ''[all1 persons and entities residing in the 

8 

9 

13 /I must demonstrate first that the Defendants' alleged conduct led to an overcharge to direct I 

or pre-assembled computers that contain such discrete graphics cards for their own use and not 

for resale."3 
10 

11 

12 

5. Proposed class members do not purchase directly &om Defendants. Many proposed 

class members purchase products that Defendants did not manufacture or sell.4 In order to prove 

that any proposed class member has been injured as a result of the alleged conspiracy, Plaintiffs 

14 

15 
pwhasers. In addition to demonstrating that Defendants conspired and raised prices to their 

l6 

l7 

Third Amended Consolidated Class Action Complaint by Indirect Purchaser Plaintiffs for 
Violation of State and Federal Antitmst Laws, State Consumer Protection Laws, and Unjust 

, Enrichment, January 18,2008 ("TAC"), at qla 1,70,86,95. 

18 

19 

.. .. 
Salazar TI. 341-8, 3'414-20,'IPF 00i250-51 (&lazar Ex. 1). In .addition, these named 
Plaintiffs purchased computers from sources other than Defendants Hughes Tr. 3 1:5-11, P P  
001207 (Bughes Ex. 2); Hughes Tr. 52:4-9,52:14-16, P P  001208,001392-93 (Hughes Ex. 
3); Jacobs TI. 80:17-19, 81:4-7, IPP 001212-14 (Jacobs Ex. 6); Jawbs Tr. 17217-173:1& 
IPP 001215-17 (Jacobs Ex. 7); Jacobs TI. 39:l-10, 3921-40:1, P P  001218-20 (Jacobs Ex. 
4); Jacobs Tr. 2195-1 1,221: 19-2227, P P  001209-1 1 (Jacobs Ex. 10); Jacobs Tr. 191:lO- 
13, 193:12-17, P P  001307-09 (Jacobs Ex. 8); Jacobs Tr. 208:12-209:19, 213:4-7, 213:21- 
2144 (Jacobs Ex. 9); Johnson TI. 40:4-7,40:1941:6, IPP 001273 (Johnson Ex. 2); Johnson 
TI. 41:15-21,47:1448:5, IPP 001274 (Johnson Ex. 2); Johnson TI. 3411-35:4,39:13-40:7, 
50:14-16,51:8-13,5410-14, IPP 001275 (Johnson Ex. 2). 

TAC at fi 122. There are proposed subclasses that include residents of eeirain states. For the 
purposes here, 1 use the term proposed class members to refer to the various proposed 
subclasses. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

See, for example, these named Plaintiffs that purchased graphics cards &om sources o t h  than 
Defendants: Martin TI. 33:21-22, 347-17, 425-8, IPP 001234 (Martin Ex. 4); M e  Tr. 
30:18-22,3218-33:3, IPP 001233 (Martin Ex. 3); Matson TI. 2512-15, IPP 001280,001328 
(Matson Ex. 4); Matson Tr. 21:3-6, IPP 001282, 001329 (Matson E x  2); Matson Tr.'26:21- 
28:5, 31:6-12; IPP 001399-1400; Matson TI. 2217-22, TPP 001281 (Matson Ex. 3); 
Saunders Tr. 2621-27:12, 30:5-15, 37:4-8, IPP 001314-15 (Saunders Ex. 1); Schindelheim 
Tr. 18:l-20. 297-14. 321-2. 35:1-2. 43:13-16. P P  001252-54 (Schindelheim Ex. 2); 
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// direct customers, Plaintiffs here must demonskate that such an overcharge was passed through to 

them by f m  operating in the various dimiution channels between diict purchasers and the 

proposed class members. 

m. SUMMARY OF CORCLVSIONS 

6. Based on my analysis, I have coucluded that Plaintif% have failed to offer a 

methodology showing that commoq class wide proof can be used to establish the fact of injury 

or impact or to measure damages. To readh this conclusion, I have both conducted my own 

analysis of the relevant data and documents, and also analyzed the methodologies offered by 

Plaintiffs' two experts. 

7. Specifically, X have concluded that: 

* Plaintiffs allege a complex and far ranging conspiracy, covering hundreds of highly 
differentiated products sold at widely varying pricos to hundreds of different direct 
purchaser customers. As indirect purchasers, proposed class members must demonstrate 
not only that Defendants were able to increase the prices of each of these differentiated 
products to their direct purchasers, as a result of the alleged anticompetitive conduct; and 
by how much, hut %at those price increases were passed on by intermediary h s ,  who 
may resell the Defendants' products or who may use the Defendants' products as inputs 
in the production of a completely different set of products that are also highly 
differentiated. 

Plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Meyemlorff, claims that all direct purchasers were impacted. 
However, this oonclusion is not based on any analysis or examination of prices. The 
analysis relies solely on her articulation of certain structural charaoteristics of the 
"graphics" indu-. Even if this analysis of structure was accurate (and it is not), it does 
not demonstmte class wide impact to direct purchasers using common proof or a common 
methodology. Dr. MeyendorEfhas not addressed the considerable complexity in pricing 
to direct customers of AT1 and NVIDIA. that is found in the relevant ciroumstances. She 
has not addressed the heterogeneity in the pricing, and product release, of the 
Defendants' different products, offered m s s  different, and independent, business units 
(or product groups), to different customeis in different markets. 

In order to reasonably assess Plaintiffs' claims of injury &om the alleged conspiracy, an 
economic analysis must account for the significant differences in products purchased by 
proposed class members, including the differences among graphics cards and differences 
among computes purchased by proposed class members; the numerous and different 
distribution chmels through which an alleged price-fixed product could possibly be 
traced to the purchase hy a proposed class member, as well as the wide variety of 
different proposed class members, ranging from class members that are relatively 
insensitive to price changes to those that are highly sensitive. An analysis that 
determines whether any proposed .class member was impacted from the alleged 
conspiracy must take these factors into account. This analysis cannot be done on a class 
wide basis but requires a detailed and individualized inquiry. 
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o Proposed class members purchase numerous different graphics card or computer products 
that vary across many dimensions. A single pricefixed product may be used in many 
different products purchased by proposed class members and sold at different prices. 
Any analysis that attempts to determine the overcharge passed on from the allegedly 
price-fixed products to the products purchased by proposed class members must take mto 
account the additional product differentiation of the products proposed class members 
purchase. 

* The problem of estimating the mount of a price or cost increase that is passed on by an 
intermediary fim to a h a 1  purchaser is a complicated emempirical exercise that requires 
estimates of relevant demand and supply elasticities for each layer of each possible 
distribution chain through which Plaintiffs acquired graphics cards, an4 separately, 
through which Plaintis acquired computers. Even then, in order to obtain the estimate 
of the pass-on applicable to any individual proposed class member, the particular 
distribution path relevant to that class member's purchase would have to be known. This 
is a highly detailed and individualized e x e ~ i s e  that cannot be accomplished with a 
methodology or a set of facts that is common to all class members. 

0 The distribution of GPUs and mawhics cards involves manv firms with varying amounts 
of negotiating power, includ& izge computer original &uipment manifacfacturen that 
have the abililv to affect the urices of the mavhics ~roducrs that thev indirectlv ourcbase. 
Ce&iin such hrm negoiiate^contracts wih ~ e f e n h t s  to ensure &at Defen&ts3 price 
increases to direct purchasers will not be passed on through the distribution of those 
nroducts to them. If those indirect purchasers can insulate themselves !?om the effect of 
ihe allcgcd overcharge, there is no over~liar~e from them to be passed down through the 
dislribulion lavers to urovoscd class membm. Alternativelv. if the contracts reduct: the 
overcharge, o; alter {t & terms of the products or time p%ods that it affects, then a 
method of determining the pass-on &om those indirect purchasers will be different than 
the method for others. 

s A GPU is one component, among many, used in a computer. The cost of a GPU is a 
relatively small portion of the total cost of a computer. This characteristic makes it even 
more difficult to trace an increase in the price of a GPU through the various distriiution 
channeIs to determine whether the price increase affects tbe price of a computer. 

8 Dr. Netz assumes that all % involved in all slages of all industries associated with the 
distribution of W s ,  graphics cards and computers operate in "wy competitive" 
mark& and that, as a result, a conclusion from the theoretical model of '"perfectly 
competitive" markets can be applied to those firms. The conclusion is that all of those 
firms pass on 100 percent of every cost increase as they incur. This claim is flawed. 
First. Dr. Netz's claim that the industries are 'lved' comoetitive is not based on anv . ~~ 

cconomic analysis aud therrforc has no economic Geaning'or analytic content. ~econi ,  
rnarkeL~ that are "very" competitive do not havc the requisite characteristics of "perfect 
com~ctition" such that conclusions based on the model of nerfect competition can be 
appfied to them. Third, the markets at issue have nnmerous'chamcteristics that conflict 
with the model ofperfect competition. 

Dr. Netz offers three empirical estimates of pass-on None of these estimates addresses 
the relationship between the cost of a GPU and the price of a graphics card or the price of 
a GPU or graphics card and the price of the computer. In fact, none of the regressions 
relates m any way to the prices of computers. pach of the three estimates is based on 
only a subset of available data, are average rela@onships that restrict the estimated pass- 
on coefficient to be the same, the average, for all transactions, make no attempt to test the 
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very proposition that she claims, and do not control for any market factors that may affect 
the price - cost r'elation&ip that she estimates. In each case, Plainti%' expert recognizes 
that prices of the graphic cards at issue vary, but negleots to test whether pass-on 
estimates vary. Alternative regressions, based on her broad categories of products, 
indicates that pass-on coefficients do vary across those categories, and for some broad 
categories are zero. 

e In two of the three regressions Dr. Netz estimates, she excludes certain data thatdo not fit 
her claim of pass-on, explicitly recognizing that no one model can be used for all indirect 
purebaser bmsactions. 

* Examination of the data. that Dr. Netz uses to estimate the regressions indicate that costs 
ofparticular products to particular customers change, but the prices to those customers do 
not change. That is, the data indicate that there arc customers where the pass-on of cost 
changes is zero. Dr. Netz's regression method, which generates nothing more than an, 
average paskon coefficient, has no capacity to locate those instances of zero pass-on and 
therefore her method cannot be used to determine which i nd i c t  purchasers may have 
been impacWd and which were not. 

e Examination of the price of an individual GPU and the retail prices of cards 
manufactured with that GPU indicate that different cards made with the same GPU have 
different prices that change over time in different ways. Therefore, the relationships 
between the GPU price and the graphics cards' prices would be different and pass-on is 
likely to be different, as well. Those data also indicate that relationships wonld likely 
vary across different GPUs. Finally, the data indicate no obvious relationship between 
the price of a GPU and the retail graphics card made with the GPU. 

* An analysis of computer retail prices indicates that computers, sold in the same time 
I period, under the same brand name, and containing the same graphics card are sold to 

consnmers at highly variable prices. These data indicate that any relationship between a 
GPU chip cost or a graphics card cost is highly complex, requiring analysis of ihe costs 
of the many different components included in the computer purchased by each proposed 
class member. 

11 8. Section IV describes background inf'omatioq Section V describes the Plainti%' 

alleged theory or conspiracy and theory of class wide impact, and Section VI  includes an 

analysis of Plaintiffs' claims of class wide injury. 

9. A list of material that I considered in preparation of this Declaration is included as 

Exhibit 1-2. My work in this matter is ongoing. Lf asked, I can augment my opinions as I 

I/ perfom more analysis, or as more relevant information is made available to me. Also, I can 

j 11 respond to any further analysis and opinions put forward by Plaintiffs' experts, if asked. 

1 .  . IMaUSTRl' BACKGROUND 

7 11 10. The following section describes certain background info&ation that is, in my 

! opinion, relevant to the issues of possible impact and alleged damages in this matter. In I 
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particular, the differentiated natme of the products, prices, cnstomws, and complex distribution 

channels is relevant to Plaintiffs' claim that a wmmon method or a model based on a common 

set of facts can be used to determine or measure injury from the alleged conspiracy. 

I A. The Prodncts Inclnded in The Case Are Highly Differentiated 

I1 I. Graphic Processing Units "GPUP' 

11. The term Ckaphics Processing Unit ("GPU") is typically used to desoribe a type of 

computer "chip," that is, a tiny slice of silicon serniconduoting material that has on it a series of 

electronic circuits, gates and han~istors.~'~ GPU chips are designed to render graphics images 

generated by a computer. ' The process of creating and displaying an image begins with the 

GPU chips, working together with the software to constrnct a wire frame of the image. Once 

that frame is created, the GPU chip fills in pixels of the image into the h e ,  and adds lighting, 

textme and color. This procoss can be repeated dozens of times per second for fast-paced vidw 

games viewed on a computer monitor. As the image is being created by the GPU chip, 

/ /  info-tioa about each pixel's wlor and location is stored in memory. The memory is connected 

to a converter that translates the image into an analog or digital signal that can be used by the 

computer's monitor.' These calculations can be exeemely wmplex and GPU chips can be faster 

and more sophisticated than the central processing unit ("CPU") in a computer. 

12. A particular type of GPU chip is called "discrete." The tenn discrete is commonly 

used 10 refer to a chip that has its own source of memory while "integmted" GPU chips share 

memory with the CPU. Discrete GPU chips are. f6nnd in a wide range of computers and 

I Declaration of Mathew S k ~ e r ,  In Re Graphics Processing Units Antitrust Litigation 
("Skynncr Declardtion") st 74. 

h~://m.futuremark.cod~omuni~hardwarevocabulw/2/~. 
' According to NVDIA, the world's first GPU was its GeForce 256 product, the first to feature 

-an Integrated Transfom Engine, Integrated Lighting Engine and a 256-bit Rendering 
Engine on a Single Chip." ('WVDIA Launches the World's First Graphics Processing Unit: 
GeForce 256," NVIDIApress release, August 31,1999) 
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11 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

l5 I NVIDIA 2006 10-K at 1. 

16 ' lo TAC atqj5. 

electronic produots, including desktop computers, notebook computers, workstation computers, 

handheld or mobile electronic devices (Eke PDAs and cell phones), video game consoles (Eke 

the Xbox or Playstation), and other more specialized products? In this litigation, the relevant 

GPU chips are those discrete GPU chips sold to be eventually used in computer applications, 

including desktop, notebook and workstations. Applications such as cell phones and consoles 

8 

9 

" AT1 and NVIDIA transaction dab. The total number of discrete GPUs, that is, not limiting the 

10 
number to desktop, workstation, and notebook, is 146 for AT1 and 272 for NVIDIA. 

are ex~luded.'~ Over the period December 2002 through 2007, 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

13. Defendants sell numerous and differentiated CrPU chips. ATI's and NVIDIA's 

transaction data shows that, for desktop, notebook and workstation applications, over the period 

December 2002 through 2007, NVDDIA, worldwide, directly sold 261 different discrete GPU 

chips and ATI, worldwide, directly sold 145 different discrete GPU chips.'2 And within these 

1 0  

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

l2 It is important to note &at there is even more diversity than these statistics suggest. The 
product counts presented are based on data at the "product name" level. For both AT1 and 
NVDDIA there are multiple part numbers (or SKUs) associated with each product name. These 
different SKUs can refer to differences like the number of data paths on the chip, the number of 
"pipes," the silicon revisions, non-leaded status, and package size. Based on conversation with 
Michael Turley, Manager of GPU Business Operations at NVDDIA.] These create differences in 
the shipped GPU ohips and can be related to performance specifications and pricing: Different 
SKUs can also represent customer-specific part numbers (this is common in the AT1 data). 
Product name is a field in the NVIDIA transaction data. ATI's transaction database includes the 
data field "p-line" which in some cases, appears to be close to a GPU product name, for 
example, w o n  X800 Pro. In some cases, however, the "p-line" field &es not include 
sufficient information to identify a particular GPU chip product, but includes only information 
related to line of products, l&e Radeon X8OO. When the 'bBIheee field does not include 
sufficient information to iden'@ a GPU chip product, additional information about the product is 
obtained from the data field, "material" which conbins more detailed information. In order to 
validate this method of identifying GPU chip products, X confinned the method with ATI 
personnel Txung Nguyen, Senior Business Analyst in the Business Systems & Support 
Department, and Amelia Lam, Operations Manager, Revenue and Accounting Department and 
compared the results of our method to AT1 documents that identify products, for example, see 
"AMDfAKB Partner Marketing Memo (PMM0004, Rev 20), January 16,2008. 
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I 
have purchased either a graphics card or a computer for their own use and not for resale. Indirect 

purchasers do not putchase GPU chips. Defendants' position in the GPU chip business is much 

different than their position in the graphics card business. Defendants compete with many other 

graphics card suppliers, and Plaintiffs do not claim or offer any theories or evidence that such 

competitors participate in any alleged conspiracy. 23 If the conspiracy is that Defendants 

conspired to fix the prices of GPU chips, tben proposed class members should be those &at 

purchase graphics cards or computers that wntatain a Defendants' GPU However, if the 

conspiracy is that Defendants conspired to fix the prices of graphics cards, tben proposed class 

I members should be limited to those consumers who purchased a graphics card sold by 
1 

I Defendants and those consumers that purchased'computers'that contain graphics cards sold by 

Defendants. Consumers that purchase graphics cards made by third parties as well as c o n m e a  

1 that purchased computers that contained graphics cards made by third parties would be excluded. 

20. Proposed class members purchased either graphics cards or computers that include as 

an i q u c  a graphics card2' Graphics cards purchased by proposed class members could be 

1 

2 

graphics card prices when she descnies collusion in the "market at issue" as "cooxdination of 
la& dates" which are "publicly monnced." And claims, "[ilfboth fvms raised prices in a 
coordinated fashion, customers would be hard pressed to find other Graphics Cards to buy." 
See Meyendorff Report at ¶¶49, 42. But Dr. Meyendorif also contends there was a 
conspiracy in the "graphics solutions industry" which apparently includes N V D h  AT1 and 
htel, although she describes only the actions of NVDDIA and AT1 as anticompetitive. 
Meyendorff Report at m46-51. 

PlaimtBs claim that Defendants conspired to raise the prices of GPU chips, graphics cards, or 

both. As described in the following section, indited purchaser Plaintiffs are consu&ers who 

Dr. Meyendorifalso cites market shares based on GPUs. See MeycndorffReport, Exhibits1 
and 2. Plaintiffs' expert Dr. Netz apparently contends the conspiracy related to GPU when 
she states, 'WVIDIA and A T V W  set the price at the top of the diibution chain without 
facing significant competition when they are colluding." Netz Report at f63. 

Plaintiffs apparently do not contest that there are numerous hidependent sellers of graphics 
cards. See Netz Report at p 9 .  

24 Plaintiffs have not offered any theory related to a conspiracy to fix tile price of GPUs, excq)t 
to note that the market is couccnlrnted and that AT1 and NVLDIA me the rnaior comoedtors. 
See TAC at q66. Plaintiffs' theory rests on the coordin&on of graphics card hmd~c&om.  

25 A strict reading of the Plaintiffs' description of proposed class members indicates that the 
class does not include pnrchasers of notebook computers. The description in the TAC 
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iccludes purchasers of computers "that contain discrztc graphics cards." lhat  is, notcbook 
computers generally do not contain graphics cards. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

branded AT1 cards sold by AT1 to some other seller or sellers or another brand of jpapGcs card 

that contains a GPU chip sold by one of the ~efendaats.'~ Computers purchased by proposed 

class m m k  contain either a graphics card sold by one of the Defendants or a. graphics card 

that contains a GPU chip sold by one of the Defendants. These products, graphics cards and 

computers, are highly differentiated products sold at widely different prices throu@ complex 

distribution channels. The differentiated nature of the products reflects the differentiated nature 

of demand'and is relevant to the discussion of whether the pass on of an alleged ovex1:harge on 

GPU chips or graphics cards sold by Defendants can be determined or nieasured with a method 

common to a l l  indirect purchasers. 

21. Plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Neb, agrees with many of the observations about the graphic 

cards and computer products and prices described below. She agrees that products are highly 

differentiated, that retailers that sell products to proposed class members engaged in diierent 

selling strategies and that as a result, prices of products purchased by proposed class members 

are highly variable. T h e  disagreement between Plaintiffs' expert and myself is not on the market 

facts, but on bow those facts relate to whether impact to each class member can be demonstrated 

on a class wide basis. As will be discussed in the following section, Dr. ~etz 's ' theor~ of injury 

is based on a premise that I00 percent of an overcharge to direct is passed on through 

distribution channels to consumers when firms in those disfribution channels operate in 

"perfectly competitive" markets. Again, Dr. Netz and I do not disagree. In the textbook model 

of perfect competition with a perfedly elastic industry snpply, 100 percent of an industry-wide 

cost shock will be passed on by all h s .  Dr. Netz also agrees that 'berfectly competitive9' 
. . 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

26 See for example, Clofine Tr. 9414-22,9612-15, IPP 001312-13fClofine Ex. 5) (purchased 
ASUS V7100 graphics card that contains NVIDXA GeForce2 MX GPU); Crawford TI. 
35:22-36:4, IPP 001301-05 (Crawford Ex. 1) (purchased MSI Starforce graphics card that 
contains NVIDIA CreForcc FX 5200 GPU); Hartshorn Tr. 40:s-11, 53:5-8, E P  001201 
@artshorn Ex. 1) (purchased MSI graphics card that contains NVIDXA GeForce 6600GT 
GPU); Martin Tr. 32:18-33:3, IPP 001233(Martin Ex. 3) (purchased ASUS graphics card 
that contains NVIDlA GeForce N6800 GPU); Schindelheim Tr. 18:l-20, 29:7-14, 35:l-2, 
43:13-16, P P  001252-54 (Schindelheim Ex. 2) (purchased Gigabyte graphics card that 
contains NVIDIA GeForce 7600GT GPU) 
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11 
markets are a "textbook condition and not evident in the real world."" Yet, she continues to rely 

on this result and the model from which it is genemted as a theoretical basis for claiming that 

pass-on in the markets at issue in this case will always be 100 percent. Clearly, the industries at 

issue here are not examples of the textbook "perfectly competitive" &ets from which this 

result is derived. They are characte+zd by substantial product differentiation, competition 

along more dimensions than price, and firms with different cost structures. Perfect competition 

is characterized by homogeneous products, identical fim with identical cost stmctures, free 

entry and exif and many other heroic assumptions. Once such assumptions are relaxed and we 

evaluate the reality of markets for GPU chips, graphics cards, and oomputers, as well as the 

marke$ for the distribution of those products, one cannot simply assume tha$ each reseller will 

pass on any overcharge at all, let alone that pass on will be the same for all 6rms and be 100 

percent. 

1. Graphics Cards Purchased by ~ r o ~ o s k d  Class Members 

l5  11 22. Proposed class members purchase graphics cards for desktop and workstation 

16 I computers. The graphic cards, available at a variety of different retail outlets, can be purchased 

17 11 by consume@ and inserted into a desktop computer or a workstation computer. Consumers can 

28 //purchase new graphics cards for existing computers to upgrade the computer's graphics 

19 11 capabilities. Like the GPU chips that they contain, graphic cards are also highly diffe~entiated 

20 llproducts, with varying performance characteristics, manufactured by nnmerous diffemnt 

21 companies and sold under various brand names. U 
22 I1 23: One differentiating factor among graphics cards is the GPU chip. As discussed 

23 

24 

above, there are numerous and highly differentiated GPU chips used in both desktop and 

workstation applications. In addition to the diversity across graphics card products due to the 

25 

z6 
vaious GPU chips that may be used as inputs, there are a number of other product characteristics 

z7 Netz Report at'fin61-62. 

27 

28 

28 Exhihit 1-1 1 is a list of selected graphics cards available over tJ~e period 2004 through 2006. 
This list was compiled &om Sharky Exireme's monthly price guide. The guide provides 
information on a variety of graphics cards and searches to find lowest price for graphic cards. 
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?om Eewlett Packaid, and a $15,000 computer." 

33. The named Plaintiffs purchased highly diverse computers from a variety of different 

.etail outlets. Michael Brooks pmcbased a "Mac mini" for $624 from The Apple store." ~ . m d  

Sense Financial Sewices purchased a Compaq computer for $917 &om Butt PC Consulting, 

>an Perkel purchased a Apple Powerbook for $2,139 from The Scholar's Workstation, and 

Daniel Yohamen purchased a Compaq D530 for $1,175 from Santa Fe Computer Works while 

R O ~  Davison purchased a "Power Mac" for about $3000 dol~ars.~' 

34. Computer retailers include retail stores owned and operated by brand name OEMs, 

ruch as Sony and Apple; chain electtonics stores such as Best Buy, Fv's Electronics, and Circuit 

City; mass-marketers such as Wd-Mart, Kinart; and Target; office supply stores such as Staples 

md Office Depot; as well as smaller, local outlets such as ?hose from whom some of the named 

Plaiutiffs purohased. In addition, high-end computer sellers, like Falcon Northwest, may offer 

custom designed products and sell directly to consumers though on-line distribution. These 

various retailers and system builders have dkfferent sales and pricing strategies and may target 

entirely different segments of computer purchasers. " 
49 FOX example, the HP a6410t desktop computer, with a 128 MB GeForce 8400 DVI-I, VGA 

graphics card is available at $419.99 wbile a custom built Falcon Northwest computer with 
twoNVDDlA 9800GX2 1024 MB graphics cards is available for $15,938. 

Brooks Tr. 43:lG-22,68:2-6, IPP 001148 (Brooks Ex. 2). 

51 See Preve TI. (Good Sense 21:4-12,25:14-26:21,31:5-10, IPP 001199-2000 (Preve 
Ex. 1) (where the price of $917.58 apparently included 3 items: on-site PC work, the 
computer, and virus protection sottware. Mr. Preve did not know how much the i t q s  would 
cost separately; and the receipt reflects as a "bundle" IGB &ee h.) Perkel Tr. 98:18-99% 
103:4-9, 106:12-15, IE'P 001310 (Perkel Ex. 3), Yohalem TT. 425-435, 45:22-46:2, IPP 
001268 (Yohalem Ex. 2), and Davison TI. 39:19-40:11,49:10-14,86:20-21, IPP 001152-53 
(Davison E k  1). A list of the named Plaintiffs' computer purchases is provided in Exhibit I- 
20. The Exhibit provides information on the type of computer, the graphics card or GPU in 
the computer, the price of the computer, as well as the date and location of the computer 
purchase. 

52 See Exhibit 1-21. See also, Erdmann Tr. 13:13-14:13, 19:22-202, 345-13, IPP 001177 
Erdmann Ex. 1) @urohased a Vista Matrix machine with NVlDM GeForce 7600GT 
graphics card from Big Bear Tech in Yamouth, Maine); Preve Tr. (Good Sense Financial) 
21:4-5, 21:ll-12,24.2-5, 315-10, P P  001199-2000 &eve Ex. 1) (purchased a refurbished 
Compaq computer with AT1 Radeon 7500 gmphics card from Burti PC Consulting, Inc., in 
Concord. NH): Pakel TI. 98:18-99% 106:12-15, IPP 001310 (Perkel Ex. 3) (purcbased an 
Apple Pbw&&ook computer with ATI Mobility Radeon 9000 graphics card from the 
Scholar's Workstation store in Berkeley, CA); Stewa1.t TI. 27:17-29:3, IPP 001263-64 
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35. Computer suppliers' mketing strategies vary in terms of whether they offer 

consumers the options of configuring the computer, including selecting from among certain 

graphics card options for a given computer, or whether the computer options are "packaged" and 

no options are offered. Sony and Apple, for example offer packaged ~ o m ~ u t e r s . ~  The method 

for determining whether or not a GPU chip price increase or a graphics card price increase is 

passed though in the form of a higher computer price will be different for computer suppliers 

who offer a customized product versus those suppliers &at offer a packaged product. J.n the 

latter case, determiniing whether a particular supplier passed on an unjnitified price increase 

would require examination of all of the other components in the computer, the wsts of those 

components and an analysis of how a change in the priceof a GPU chip or graphics card affected 

the price of computer, holding constant the cost of the other components. In the former case, the 

analysis would focus on the cost of the GPU chip or the graphics card and the price at which the 

graphics card option was offered to the consumer. Dr. Netz describes a potential method for 

estimating whether the price of a customizable computer's increased when the price of a graphics 

card increased. The method is based on the assumption that she can "observe the price of a 

given PC system and then how the price of the system changes as the user chooses to purchase 

an additional (or different) discrete GPU or Graphics Card." 54 Dr. Netz offers no method for 

d e t e m g  whether any alleged overcharge would be passed through in the price of a packaged 

computer. " 
36. Analyzing whether a supplier passes on an alleged overcharge to consumers who 

-- 

(Stewart Ex. 2) (purchased an Apple MacMini desktop computer wilh AT1 Radeon 9200 
graphics card ftom the NYU bookstore in New York City, NY); Yohalem Tr. 42:5-43:5, P P  
001268 (Yohalem Ex. 2 ) (purchased an KPICompaq D530 desktop computer with NVmIA 
Quadro 4 NVS graphics card from Santa Fe Computer Works, Santa Fe, NM). 

- - >  
&duo$ have& chice o f w h i c h ' b ~ ~  came with computer). 

54 Netz Report at 789. 

55 Netz Report at s89. 
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purchase customized computers may be different depending on what options are offered and how 

the options are offered. Dell enables consumers to customize certain components of the 

computer, including for at least some computers, the graphics components. Dell genemlly offers 

a "default" graphics card included in the system, but at some point in the transaction, the 

11 consumer is provided an opportunity to select another graphics card Piom among a set of 

graphics card options Dell offers for that computer. For example, a consumer might choose &om 

among Dell's computermodels, the XPS 630 ~ e s k t o ~ . ~ ~  That computer model, with the defanIt 

graphics card, GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB, as well as other components, is available at a retail 

price of $1,199. According to Dell, the cost of the default graphics card is 'Tncluded" in the 

computer price. Five other graphic cards are offered and selection of one of those options will 

change the prke of the computer, with the selection of some options leading to a higher overall 

I price and others to a lower price. That is, DeIl does not provide prices of the various options, but 

does provide the difference between the default card and other graphics card ~ ~ t i o & . ' ~  

3. ' Product Differentiation and Establishing Class Wide Impact 

37. The discussion above establishes that a) products purchased by proposed class 

members are highly differentiated b) compntem purchases b y  proposed class members are 

different than purchases of @qhics cuds and c) prices of computers and graphics card products 

are highly variable and reflect product differentiation, varying consumer preferences, as well as 

differences among OEMs, system builders, or other sellers. 

38. The implications for determining impact or injury to indirect purchasers on a class 

wide basis are that, 'frrst, any model designed to measure the effect of the conspiracy on indirect 

s6 The transaction options can be seen in Exhibit 1-22, 

Dr. Netz claims that prices of the graphics components are observable in Dell computer 
transactions. But this is not the case. Only the difference between the default graphics 
option and other available options are observable. As discussed below, Dr. Netz's method is 
to match data on the prices of graphics cards (and, according to her GPUs) and jlrices of 
,computers. This is substantially more complex if those piices are not observable, and instead 
price differentials between one particular graphics card and another graphics card are 
observed. SeeNetz Report at 889. 
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18 
elasticities of supply and demand can vary depending upon location, time, product, as well as 

other variables. Det&ning whether and to what extent a price increase may be passed b m  a 

manufacturer Wrough a single distribution channel to a consumer, given the assumptions of these 

models, requires estimates of such elasticities for particular buyers and sellers at particular points 

in time for particular products. 

62. Determining whether or to what extent an alleged overcharge on a GPU chip or a 

graphics card is passed on tbsough the various distribution channels to an indirect purchaser of a 

graphics card or computer is c ledy a more complex problem than the one described above. 

First, it should be clear that none of the markets at issue have characteristics of a perfectly 

, competitive market with a perfectly elastic industry supply curve that results in 100 percent pass- 

through for all fumas. Also, there are a nnmber of other observable characteristics about the 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

25 // potion of the price increase will be ultimately passed on to the indirect purchaser. 

relevant products and industries that indicate pass-on rates will vary and determining pass-on 

will be highly individualized. For example, there are many layers of distribution between the 

allegedly price-fixed product and the indirect purchaser, rather than a single layer; and there are 

many dBereut possible paths among these layers that potentially trace the path from a C-PU chip 

to an indiiect purchaser (or a graphic card to an indirect purchaser). Determination of pass-on for 

an individual propos&i class member requires identifying the particular channel of distribution 
18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

relevant to that class member's purchase and tracing the overcharge &om the Defendants through 

the distribution paths to the indireect purchaser. Such paths involve different k i d  of firms, as 

well as different firms of a given type. The market conditions, including the degree and extent of 

competition faced by fims within these different channels vary. There are also different and 

complex relationships between some h s  at different points within these charnels of 

distribution. These conditions affect the supply and demand elasticities relevant to detedning 

whether a price increase is passed on from one level of distribution to another and whcrher any 

26 

27 

28 

63. Complicating t l~e issue of pass-on further is the fact that a discrete GPU chip is a 

component of a graphics card and a graphics card is a component of a computer. The cost of a 

33 
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5PU is only one portion of the cost of a card and a smaller portion of thecost of a computer. 

f i e  fact that the alleged price-fixed product may be a small portion of the cost of the produot 

)urchased by the indirect purchaser makes it difficult to estimate whether an overcharge on that 

~ o d u c t  is passed on and the amount of the overcharge that is passed on." 

64. In the following section, I first describe certain chains of distribution that begin with 

m alleged price-&ed product and end with the purchase ofwhat may be some other product by 

r proposed class member. The discussion shows that there are many circuitous possible routes 

hrough which a GPU chip or a graphics card sold by a Defendant could make its way into a 

xodnct ultimately purchased by an indirect Plaintiff. I then describe some of the market 

:onditions and ~Zlaracteritics relevant to Evms that operate in the various dishibution chains and 

iiscuss why such conditions would matter to the Plaintif%' theory of pass-on. Finally, I evaluate 

?lainti%' claims related to an empirical relationship between changes in cost for certain f k s  

mnd changes in the prices those firms charge. As one would expect, given the complexities of 

his business, these relationships vary across products and for some products,, indicate that pass- 

)n does not occur. 

65. Before moving on, however, "perfectly competitive" markets in which pass-on is 100 

3 Dr. Netz agrees that the cost of graphics card amounts to a small amount of the cost of a 
computer. She finas examples where the graphics cards accounts for 2.9 percent and 27.3 
percent of the cost of a computer. Nefz Report at 1/ 83, fn. 117 (AMD054_00016640-42). 
Obviously, if the cost of the graphics card accounts for a small amount of the cost of a 
computer, the cost of a GPIJ chipaccounts for an even smaller amount. Dr. Netz argues that 
3 cost increase, no matter how small, would be passed on and cites "documcnlarv cvidcnce" 



percent for aU firms should be distinguished from markets or industries that characterize 

themselves as "highly competitive" or "intensely competitive." It is the fatter that forms the 

basis of Plaintiffs' experfs conclusion that pass-on in the present case is 100 percent. Dr. Netz 

collects various passages quoted from various industry participants and market analysts that 

describe the.businessas in which various firms involved in the distriiution of GPU cbipq 

graphics card, and computers operate as "competiti~e."~~ These quotes form the basis of her 

conclusion that all such firms operate in "very competitive" industries and that, as a result she 

expects 'the pass-through rate to be close to 100%."~~ 

66. An economist evaluating whether or not or the degree to which a market is 

competitive typically engages in some type of economic analysis. That analysis may involve 

identification of the participants and measurement of concentration statistics, collection of price 

or margin data, evaluation of entry and exit conditions, or any number of economic 

characttdstics that may he relevant. Dr. Netz has not pe6ormed any economic analysis related 

to this issue, but has simply Wen certain passages &om firms' 10-K filings, annual reports or 

other company descriptions. This information is not sufficient for an economist to reach 

conclusions about the competitive nature of a market and may be wholly irrelevant. Indeed, if 

this information indicates that markets are competitive, then Plaintiffh here should drop their 

claims of conspiracy. NVIDIA and AMD (ATI's parent company) both report operating in 

"intensely competitive'' markets.90 Moreover, the information that is contained' in Dr. Netz's 

quotes is inconsistent with the conclusion that the firms are operating in markets similar to 

perfectly competitive markets?' . 

Netz Reporf fn. 89-101. 

s9 .Netz Report at 7 63. 

See for example NVIDIA 10-K, filed April 25,2003 at 7 and AMD 10-K for tJie year %ded 
December 31 2006 at 13. Dr. Netz's own quotes indicate that ATT was a participant in these 
intensely competitive markets. See Netz Repo$ fn. 92 

91 For example, there are numerous quotes included by Dr. Netz, &at indicate competition 
occurs over various non-price dimensions. [One, among many, is found in Netz Report, fn. 
89 where Sanmina SC Coq statas that its "pkary competitive strengths include our ability 
to provide global end-to-end senices, our product design and engineering resources, 
advanced techaologies, high quality mauufactming assembly and test senices, customer 
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'I 67. Plaintiffs allege Defendants conspired to raise the prices of GPU chips and graphics 

2 

3 

cards-kough the manipulation of new product introductions, and as a result, proposed class 

members paid higber prices for graphics cards and computers. Plaintiffs also claim that when the 

"CrPUs and graphics cards are purchased by c o m e r s  as p@ of a computer purchase, they are 

distinct, physically discrete hardware elements of the computer that are traceable throughout the 

chain of distribution to the end user and do not undergo any sigoificant alterations in their transit 

thmugh that chain." 92 

68. Plaintiffs, while recognizing the importance of being "trac,eable throughout the 

chab," mischaractcrize and oversimplify tlie numerous chains through which the GPU chip or 

gmpkics card makes its way to the proposed class member's computer purchase. ~imilkly, there 

are different, but still numerous and complex, chains through which a GPU chip makes its way 

into a proposed class member's graphics card purchase. These "chains," which begin with either 

a GPU chip or a graphics card sold by a Defendant and end in either a graphics card or a 

computer sold by an entirely different entity involve numerous transactions and many different 

types of firms engaged in di£ferent mannfactming and selling activities at different  level^?^ 

B. Analysis Of Pass-On Requires Identifying And Analyzing Multiple 
And Dieren t  Distribution "Chains" 

focus, expertise in serving diverse end markets and an experience management team."] 
Other quotes indicate firms have varying cost strucbres, which is also inconsistent with the 
assumption of perfect competition. [See'for example in Netz Report, fn.89 where Flextronics 
states, "Our segment and business unit strategy offers OEMs the economies of scale of 
centralized core services.. ." and Netz Report, fn. 90 where Inventec ,states. that it "moved 
prodactiou to mainland China to lower costs" and Net: Report, fn. 92 where PNY compares 
itself to competitors who "have the ability to mmufacture competitive pmducts at lower 
costs as a result of their vertical integration."] Other quotes indicate that the number of 
competing fkms is mall, certainly relative to the number one would expect in a perfectly 
competitive market [See Netz Report, fn. 93 where In- Micro states, 'The three largest 
broadline distributors are battling for PC m k e t  share.. ."I 
Plaintiffs claim that product tracing is possible because GPUs retain a logo and are 
identifiable by part or serial nnmber. Plaintiffs are apparently suggesting that "tracing" 
should be done on the basis of individual parts, and that the tracing cannot be done class 
wide. See TAC at qj6l. 

93 The prices charged by Defendants at the first stage of these various chains vary by product 
and customer; the prices can be affected by rebates, discounts, price protection p r o p s ,  
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Moreover, at the end of the various chains, proposed class membem purchase pph i c  cards or 

computers that are significantly and meaningfully differentiated &om a wide variety of different 

firms at a wide array of different prices. Below, I attempt to describe some of the ways a 

desktop GPU chip, sold by one of the Defendants, could end up in a desktop computer purchased 

by an individual class member. 

69. Importantly, the possible transaotions described below, involved in the sale of a 

desktop GPU chip that is ultimately part of a desktop computer, are potentially different Gom the 

possible transactions involved in the sale of a GPU chip that is ultimately part of a notebook or 

workstation wmputer. Direct customers that purchase discretc desktop GPU chips can be 

dlffe~nt Gom the customers that purchase discrete notebook GPU chips. The reasons for this 

are the differences in the way the GPU chip is used in the different types of computers, &at is, 

desktop GPU chips are typically used as an input to a graphics card while notebook GPU chips 

are not. So, the firms that specialize in graphic cards will not play the same role in the various 

distribution chains for notebook computers as they do for desktop computers. Similarly, 

workstation computers are typically specialized, high performance, expensive computers relative 

to desk@ computers. il 
I. Possible Transactions From a Desktop GPU Chip to a Deskfop 

Computer 

70. As described above, a discrete deslctop GPU chip is designed and sold to be used as 

an input in a desktop computer. Defendants collectively have sold numerous different desktop 

GPU chips during the Class Period to many different direct buyers. For example, AT1 sold 95 

different Desktop GPU chips to 192 different customers at prices ranging from about 

m. That is, the product considered here is not a single, homogeneous product, but a large 

group of afferentiated products with various performance characteristics, purchased by d o u s  

inoentive programs; the price of the inkal.purchase may he a GPU, a bundle of GPUs, or a 
"kit" where the CrPU is bundled with memory. The price may be determined by individual 
negotiations between a Defendant and a particular customer and those negotiations may be 
affected by whether the GPU is soid to the customer to be used in a branded computer, such 
as Dell or Hewlett-Packard. 
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11 also the different d e i n d  charaiteristics of buyers. 

I 

1 71. Defendants sell deskop GPU chips directly to a number of difkent types of 

customers at different prices reflecting not only those different performance charaoteristics, lint 

/I customers that engage in different activities, sell to different customers themselves, and have 

I/ different types of relationships with the customers to which they sell." Discrete GPU chips used 

11 in desktop computer applications are sold by the Defendants to Add-In-Board manufacturers 

1 ("AIBs") who make and sell graphics boards (as well as othsr pmdncts). Original Design 

(1 Manufacturers ("ODMs7') who design, manufacture and sell components aud computers, 

1) Original Equipment Manufacturers ("OEMs") who may manufacture, assemble, market and/or 

lo 11 sell computers.or who contract with ODMs or other contract manufkcturers for the production of 

'I 1) these prod~cts, and distniutors who repackage and sell the GPU chips to AIBs, ODMs, OEMs, 

l4 1 ,th respect to the GPU chip ~~urchased from the Defodant and sell to various other types 0: 

12 

l3 

l5 /I h s .  Consider an AIB who buys a GPU c& from one of the Defend&. There are numerous 

and other distributors, among others?' 

72. Each of these groups of direct buyers of GPU chips engages in different activities 

/ AIBs that purchase GPU chips designed be used in desktop computers from Defendants, 
17 11. . 

mcludmg P M ,  BFG, eVGA, Sapphire, Palit, Gigabyte, Sparkle, and Leadtek, among others.96 
18 

19 

20 
a. 

An individnal AIB may manufacture a graphics card, or a number of different graphics cards, 

using the same GPU chip purchased from a Defendant. The graphics cards may be "branded" 

and sold to a "systems integrator," such as Alienware or Falcon Northwest, an ODM who 
L1 

22 

23 

24 

25 

'' 

manufactures computers for OEMs or to an OEM. Alternatively, the AIB may sell the graphics 

94 Dr. Netz agrees that Defendants sell to a wide variety of different direct purchasers and even 
that categories of companies can be "somewhat nebulous. Many companies fall into multiple 
categories, depending on which client they axe servicing and many companies have evolved 
from om category to another over time." See Netz Report at p 5 .  As with the case of highly 
differenflated products, Dr. Netz agrees that these complex conditions exist in the distribution 
of products, but brnshes the complexity aside, with the assumption that all industries are 
"very" competjtive and therefore pass on will be complete. 

27 

28 

95 See S b e r  Declaration at m33-38, Fisher Declaration at 25-30. 

96 Exhibit b16 presented a list of some AIBs. 
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' 11 74. Component manukchrers or computer manufacturers that purchase GPU chips from 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

card to a distributor who resells the cards to smaller wmputer manufacturers that.may want to 

purchase a variety of computer components from one s o ~ r o e . ~ ~  

73. A distributor that purchases a GPU chip from a Defendant repackages the product and 

may sell to sub-distributors, ATBs, OIIMs, and OEMs. Distributors who purchase GPU chips 

directly include EDOM and Atlantic Semioonductor. Direct sales to distributors "add" a 

transaction to the chain of transactions from the Defendant to an indirect purchaser. 

76. Complicating this pichre M e r ,  Defendants sell ppk ics  cards as well as GPU 
26 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

I4 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

a Defendant use the GPU chip to produce a graphics &rd or a wmputer.' Some ODMs or other 

contract manufadurers pro,duce products for Tier One computer OEMs, such as Hewlett Packard 

or Dell. The prices of GPU chips sold by a Defendant to the ODM can be affected by 

contractual relationships between the Defendant and the OEM for which the ODM is producing 

cornputem. ODMs also produce generic, or "white box" computers that other OEMs or 

computer sellers purchase off-the-shelf. In this case, the GPU chip (or graphics card purchased 

from an AIB) may be purchased by the ODM under different contractual terms than tho GPU 

chip (or graphics card) purchased pursuant to a contract with an OEM. That is, the "chain" of 

transactions from the direct purchase of the GPU chip by a Defendant to an indirect pnrchaser 

can be affected by certain and varying relationships behveen the various T i  involved in @e 

chain. 

75. At this point, white the discrete desktop GPU chip is no longer sold as separate 

product but resides in a graph'is card within a computer, there can be at least several tzmsactions 

between the produd and an individual class member. Computer manufacturers or seilers may 

sell to resellers, distribution partners, i p d e d e n t  disbiutors, mass merchandiser brick and 

mortar stores or online stores, oBce supply stores, company owned and operated retail outlets, 

or directly to consumers in other ways. 
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11 chips. NYIDIA and ATI sell desktop graphics cards to ODMs and OEMs, who use the graphics 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

11 GPU chip or a graphics card to a proposed class member's computer purchase are likely to be 

card as an input in the computers they manufacture or mark& to distributors who resell the 

graphics cards to ODMs and OEMs, and to system  integrator^?^ 

77. As this discussion iuustrates, there is no single, traceable "chain" that links a GPU 

chip, or graphics card, sold by one of the Defendants to a computer purchase by a proposed 

indirect class member that purchases a computer. There are multiple possible chains, traceable 

only by determining first, what computer was purchase4 'om what retailer outlet and when, 

then determining where that retailer obtained the computer, and if, the retailer. obtained the 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

computer directly from the rhanufactmer, who that manukturer was, &om whom the 

manufacturer.obtained the graphics card in the computer, what firm manufactured the graphics 

card, and where that firm obtained the GPU chip. Exhibit 1-28 is a schematio that attempts to 

display the transactions from a CrPU chip to the named Plaintiffs' purchases of computers. As 
" '  . . 

the Exhibit shows, even among the named Plaintiffs, there are different chains and the actual 

chain, from the GPU chip to the individual named Plaintiffs is not traceable beyond knowing 

from which retailer the named Plaintiff purchased, In the least complex chain, one of the 

Defendants may have sold a graphics card to an OEM, who manufactur& its own computers and 

who then resold the computer to a named'Plaintiff. However, it is possible that the chain is much 

more complex, involving the sale of a GPU chip, the sale of graphics card and the sale of a 

computer involving possibly distributors, an AIB, an ODM, an O E N  and a retailer. 

78. In addition, as noted above, the "chains" that potentially descn%e the path from a 

22 

23 

24 

25 

28 98 See Skymer Declaration 7752.56, Fisher Declaration at 746. I 

different than the "chains" that potentially describe the path of a GPU chip or graphics card to a 

proposed class member's purchasc of a graphics cards. Exhibit I-29 is a list of one AIB's 

customers. The Exhibit shows the numerous different types of customers to whom lhis AIB 

sells. 
26 

27 
79. Plaintiffs' theory of pass-on sirhpy ignores the existence of these multiple chams and 
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the pricing decisions of each intermediary, that all sellers and resellers would pass on any 

overcharge to direct pnrchasers through 100% to indirect purchasers. While clearly convenient 

for indirect purchasers, this assumption contradicts all of the authorities cited by Dr. Netz related 

to appropriately determining whether and to what extent a seller or reseller passes on a price 

increase. The assnmption dso eliminates the need of developing a common method to estimate 

the pass-on rate. That is, tracing the overcharge from the direct purchaser to the proposed class 

member and estimating (or at least recognizing the existence of) relevant supply and demand 

elasticities are clearly important to determine whether and to what extent sellers pass-on 

overcharges. Yet, Plaintiffs offer nothing on either of these hvo issues, except to assume that 

they are irrelevant. 

C. Analysis Of Pass On Given Differences In Pricing Across Firms 

80. Whether or not an alleged overcharge on a GPU chip used as an input in the 

production of a computer can be passed on to a proposed class member in the form of a higher 

computer price depends on whether the overcharge can be passed on to the computer supplier. 

As described above, among the ways a GPU chip can be traced to a proposed class member's 

computer purchase, a GPU chip can be sold to an OEM, who produces and sells computers, or to 

an ODM, who produces computers for an OEM, who then brands and sells the computers. The 

t e r n  and conditions under which the ODM and OEM operate can affect whether an alleged 

overcharge to an ODM direct purchaser can be passed on to the OEM and then through the 

disbibution chain to the proposed class member. 

81. OEMs that rely on ODMs to manufactnre computers sold with their brand names (or 

parts of the computers) do not always directly purchase the components for the computers, 

including GPU chips or graphics cards. As described above, some OEMs rely on ODMs to 

purchase components and assemble the computer products.99 The OEMs however, can remain 
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See also, "The Role of infomation Technology 
; ' I  , " Kenneth L. Hraemer aid Jason Dedrick, 
1 i , . .  B. Dutton, Brian Kahm, Ramon O'CaIlaghan 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11' 

12 

13 

I4 

15 

involved in the selection of components, suc11 as graphics components, and can, through 

negotiation with suppliers such as  the Defendants, affect their cost of the graphics products used 

in their computers, irrespective of the cost of the graphics components paid by the direct 

purchaser O D M . ' ~  For example, an OEM and NVDDIA may engage in negotiations to 

determine the specifications of the graphics components that will be used in the OEMs computer 

products.'" As part of the negotiations, the OEM andNVIDIA may agree on a cost to the OEM 

of the conwonents. The cost of the component to the ODM, who is the direct purchaser of the 

component from the Defendant, may or may not be the same as the price negotiated between the 

OEM and the Defendant. The ODM then m a n u h t w e ~  the computer with the components it 

purchased and sells the computer to the OEM. If the ODM charges the OEM more than the 

amount negotiated between the OEM and the Defendant for the graphics components in the 

computer, the OEM will obtain a rebate in the amount of the difference h m  the ~efendant.'" 

82.The effect of OEM price negotiations can be seen in transaction data and rehaie 

itSomtion in the NVIDIA data. Exhihit 1-30 shows pricing for the NVIDIA G72M-N notebook 

GPU chip to a selected group of the direct pumhasers. 
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l3 1 selects the component supplier and the particular components. That is, an OEM such as Dell or 

. I t  

12 

l4 // Hewlett-Packard, is the "imporfantt* customer to NVZDIk Those OEMs sell large volumes of 

83. Tbe economic rationale for such mngements is that the OEM, in particular the 

branded OEM for whom large volumes of purchases is more likely, is the economic agent that 

l5 11 computers (and therefore are responsible for the purchase of large volumes of ClPU chips) on a 

20 / /  as to which GPU chip supplier is selected. In addition, some ODMs manufzture computers for 

I6 

17 

18 

19 

11 more than one OEM, smaller computer suppliers, and even for themse~v~s!~~ The CrPU chip 

regutar basis and are the decision makers regarding which graphics supplier is selected and what 

products are to be p~cbased &om the graphics supplier for those OEMs' computers. An ODM, 

on the other hand, is in a much different position. It pwhases the components selected by the 

OEM and mquflactures the computer with those components but may not be the decision maker 

22 11 supplier and u l h a t e  buyer both have an incentive to keep negotiated price information between 

'04 01-2002 to 22-2004 Rebate Activity Reporttxf and 01-2005 to 12-2007 Rebate Activity 
26 // Rep0rt.m. 

'06 For example ASUS markets computers under its o m  brand. 

43 
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D. Analysis Of Pass On Given That GPU Chips And Graphics Cards Are 
Components Of Products Purchased By Indirect Purchasers 

I 

2 

. 

4 

the two of them, and away from the ODM, just as those negotiating parties would have an 

incentive to keep such information out of the hands of the suppliers' other customers and the 

OEM's competitors. 

6 

7 

8 

0 

84: Another hertor that complicates the hecing of an alleged overcharge on a GPU chip to 

the purchase of a graphics card or computer by a proposed class member or the hecing of ,an 

alleged overchiirge on a graphics card to the purchase of a computt?r'is that both the GPU chip 
, 

10 

( 1  

I' I/ for sale to cousnmers at retail. A comparison of those retail prices of graphics cards to the price? 

and the graphics card, the prices that are alleged to have been fixed, are components of those 

products purchased by proposed class members. 
1* 

12 

13 

14 
. - 
16 11 of the computers purohased by named Plaintiffs shows that &se retail prices are low, relative 

85. As described above, named Plainti&+ that purchased computers paid a range of prices 

for the computer. The computers are sold with a wide range of graphics cards included. There is 

no infoxmation regarding the cost of the graphics card, either to the computer seller or to the 

named plaintiff tkat purchased the computer. At least some ofthe gmpbics cards are available 

l7 11 the price of the computer. For example, Ron Davison purchased a Power Mac computer for 

20 [/ on June 30,2004 $143, or less than five percent ofthe price ofthe computer. This amount likely 

18 

19 

21 11 overstates the cost of the graphics card to the computer seller. Tbe cost of the GPU chip 

about $3,000 on June 23,2004. The computer contained an AT1 Radeon 9600 X I  128 rilegabyte 

graphics card.Io7 At retail the price of AT1 Radeon 9600 XT 128 megabyte graphics card sold 

22 11 contained in the graphics card that is sold with the computer accounts for an even smaller 

23 11 amount of the computer. For example, the price of the GPU c%ip used in the card in the 
24 

25 

, . 
computer Mr. Davison purchased may have cost about $66, about two percent of the price of the 

Exbibit.1-32 shows the prices of computers purchased by named Plaintiffs, retail 

L I 

28 
lo* Given that GPU chip prices vary by customer and over h e ,  it is not possible to determine 

the actual cost of the GPU chip that should be compared to the price of Mr. Davison's 
computer. a s  problem is relevant to the Plaintiffs' claim that an overcharge can be traced 
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prices of the graphics cards contained in the computers, and possible prices of GPU chips that 

are used in the production of each graphics card, where such identification was possible. The 

Exhibit demonstrates that graphics card prices account for a small amount of the overall 

computer price. 

86. Similarly, the cost of a GPU chip accounts for a small amount of the retail price ofthe 

graphics card. Plainti% claim that Defendants conspired to coordinate the retail prices and 

introduction of certain graphics cards. They identify 22 products, 11 pairs of products, fix which 

they claim Defendants conspired to affect the madacture~s suggested retail price ("MSRP"). A 

comparison of those MSRPs to the cost of the GPU chips that are contained in the graphics cards 

demonstratw that the GPU chip cost varies significantly and that the GPU chip cost can be a 

very small amount of the MSRP for the graphics card For example, Plaintiffs identify a pair of 

competing graphics cards, the GeForce 6800 GT for NVDIA and the Radeon X800 Pro for ATI, 

that were a&cted by the alleged conspiracy. Plaintiffs claim that the MSRP for both graphics 

cards was $399. The prices of the GPU chips contained in the Radeon X800 Pro ranged from 

. The prices of the GPU chips 

contained in the GeForce 6800 GT ranged &om 

. Exhibit 1-33 shows a comparison of each of the product pairs identified by 

PlaiptifEr: in the TAC, the claimed MSRP of each pair, and the price k g e  of the underlying GPU 

chips contained in those pairs. The Exhibit shows the range of GPU chip prices for a particular 

graphics card and that in many iastances the GPU chip cost accounts for a very small proportion 
. , 

of the MSRP claimed by Plaintiffs. The Exhibit also shows that for a number of the product 

from the price of a computer to the wst of the GPU chip. In addition, the task of matching a 
particular GPU. chip to a graphics cani can be difficult Neither NVIDJA nor AT1 
systematically tracks the particular GPU chip, by material or part number, that is used as an 
input into a card. GPU chips are not named or tracked based on the graphics card "street 
names." Unless Ptaintiffb can establish that the overcharge is the same, in dollar amounc for 
a11 GPU chips, &acing the overcharge will require an individual analysis of what card a 
Plaintiff purchased, what GPU chip was used as an input into that card and what the 
overcharge was on that GPU chip. This assumes .that the overcharge to all customers that 
purchased that GPU chip was the same. If Plaintiffs cannot establish that, then additional 
analysis of who purchased the particular GPU chip is required, at what price, and what 
amount of overcharge. 
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87. The differentiated nature of the products at issue, the complex distribution patterns, 
7 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

' 11 and the component-like nature of a GPU chip (or graphics card) indicate that injury to consumers 

j pairs identified by Plaintiffs, one of the Defendants does not sell a CIPU chip for the graphics 

card product identified for that Defendant. For example, AT1 does not sell a GPU chip for the 

Radeon XI950 Pro graphics card.Io9 

E. Summary Of Indsstry Characteristics As They Relate To Pass On Of 
An AUeged Overcharge 

11 of graphics cards and computers cannot be determined on a class wide basis. Consider the claim 

11 that Defendants conspired to raise the price of GPU chips. In order to determine impact on a 

l3 11 to numerous customers at different prices. Dr. Meyendo@s theory does not provide a method 

10 

11 

I2 

l4 11 to @account for the fact that some direct purchasers didnot pay an overcharge. 

proposed class member that purchases a computer, one must first determine whether the direct 

purchaser paid an overcharge on the pdcular GPU chip that was used to build the graphics card 

tbat is in the computer. As described above, there are hundreds of different GPU products, sold 

Is 11 - 88. If indirect purchasers are able to establish the direct overcharge on the.relevant GPU 

l9 /I p m h s e  price of the computer to the indirect purchaser if, indeed, there is any of the ovesharge 

16 

17 

18 

20 11 left to pars on. This makes dekmining whether intermediate resellers passed on the ove~charge 

chip, they t i l l  must show that the overcharge to the direct purchaser has been passed on and 

resulted in higher prices to them. Given that the price of a GPU chip account8 for a very small 

amonnt of the overall cost of a computer, any Gverchaqe will be an even smaller amount of the 

1 &on& the distriiution channels even more difficult 

22 11 89. Fmally, the overcharge must be traced from the Defendant through one of numexous . . 

23 11 different complex distribution pith. Tbe p d d a r  path rnaY not be knowak. And the various 

24 11 paths may involve numerous layers of potentially hundreds of diiyerent disfributors and / or 
25 

26 

27 

28 

'09 It is also tme that in certain of the product pairs identified by Plainti%, one of the Defendants 
does.not sell the graphics card. For example, NVIDIA does not sell a GeForce FX 5800 
graphics card. Plaintiffs' theory of conspiracy, as it is alleged in the TAC, is based on the 
coordination of competing product pairs. If one of the Defendants does not se15 a product in 
a pair identified by Plaintiffs, then Defendants could. not have coordinated prices or 
introduction dates for that pair. 
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mauufactnrers that have varied relationships with one another that affect the prices at which 

transactions between them occur. The same set of considerations exists for tracing an 

overcharge on a graphics card though various distribution channels to the indirect purchaser. 

90. In summary, the steps neceSsEuy for Plaintiffs are the following: 1) Establish whether 

a paaicnlar GPU chip sold by Defendants has been affected by the alleged conspiracy and 

measure the effect of the conspiracy, that is, the direct overcharge on that GPU chip, and 

determine which direct purchaser paid the overcharge. 2) Determine whether the direct 

sold the GPU chip or used it as a component in another product. 3) If the direct. 

purchaser resold the GPU chip, determine whether the direct purchaser passed on the overcharge 

and if so, by what amount and to whom. 4) If the direct purchaser used the GPU chip as a 

component in the manufacture of some other product, determine what product was 

manufactured, who the product was sold to and whether the overcharge was passed on to the 

buyer. In order to do this, one must control for the costs of the other components. In addition, it 

must be determined whether and what terms may be negotiated between the Defendant and an 

indirect purchaser that may affect or elimiuate the effect of any overcharge paid by the direct 

purchaser. 5) If the overcharge, at that stage is not eliminated, the path of the product from the 

manufkcfmer to tbe indirect purchaser must be determined and the overcharge must be traced 

along that path. Tbe pa& may include any one of many distributors, retailers or etailers. 

Plaintiffs' experts have done absolutely none of the work that would permit a conclusion that 

there is a common method that would establish impact on all indirect purchasers. 

F. Plaintiffs' Empirical Evidence Related To Pass On 

91. Plaintiffs' expert claims that all firms involved in the distribution of GPU chips, 

graphics cards and computers pass on 100 percent of all cost increases to consumers. This 

conclusion is based, partly, ou purported regression estimates of pass-an rates using data from 

three sources. The regression estimates calculated by Dr. Netz are not relevant to the issue of 

class wide pass-on because they are averages and a method based on averages is not sufficient to 

demonstrate actual injury to each class member. Averages mask any differences in such rates 
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pass-on measure. Similarly, averaging tbe GPU chip prices may obscure the relationship or 

simply result in a false relationship. The Exhibit contains a number of similar graphs for 

different graphics cards and different GPU chips. Comparing the prices and price trends across 

the graphs shows that these relationships vary. Kecall that Dr. Netz's regressions, which did not 

focus on the relationship of a GPU chip cost and the price of any product pmbased by a 

proposed class member were based on highly agpgated and averaged data. Those regressions 

could not possibly "pick up" the variation in pass-on that is demonstrated in these graphs. 
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However, in order to determine whether some.iadividviil proposed class member was or was not 

injured, it is these types of price data that must be examined. 

107. Similarly, Exhibit 1-42 shows the retail prices of computers. The Exhibit.shows the 

prices of Dell branded computers that contain the same graphics card. This data shows that the 

Dell computer prices vary substantially, depending on many factors, ihcluding the various other 

components W are included in the computer, as well as possible discounts offered by Dell. In 

addition, two different computers, with two different graphics cards can be sold at the same retail 

This indicates that 

in order to determine whether a proposed class member was injured or to meawe such injury, it 

is not suEticient to obtain information related to the price of the computer, but the particular 

graphics card must be identified, the cost of the graphics card must be determined and some 
22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

measure of the dvercharge on that graphics card must be obtained. 
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